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From The Chairperson's Desk

�Aanjani, Human Rights Defender from Vrindavan said, “�� ��� � ���� �� �� ��� , �� �� ��� 
����� ������ �� ����� ��  ������ ���� ���� ��!”�

Seema Pandey, Nagafgarh said“�� ���� 25,000 ��� ���� ��� �� ����, ��� � ���� �� ��� ��, �� �� ���� 
����� �� ���� �.�  
There was a Muslim widow re-marriage held last year where the bride said “today 
you have not only got me re-married but also given a life to my children.
Nighat from Raahat Ghar, Kashmir, extended her heartfelt thanks to Guild and to 
the generous and kind support of Ms Shahnaz Hussain for giving her training in 
beauty culture that has made her self-reliant and restored her lost dignity and 
pride.
I am delighted to inform you that 400 women who were rehabilitated at the time 
of Godhra riots are now living their lives happily and have established families of 
their own.

This was Guild's Year of 2012-13!!!! Full of challenges, hard work, smiles, achievements, action formulation 
and its implementation. 
Greetings to all my readers!
All these changes have brought about enthusiasm, commitment and zest to work further. We have climbed 
perhaps the last step of ladder and celebrate our 42 years of existence.
Today, our energies are focused on the ugly head of the demon of violence against women.
As women are getting more empowered, our men seem to be getting more frustrated. Let us devote the 
coming years to changing the mindset of man and spread love. 
The success of Guild lies in the incredible leadership and commitment of its core team who have contributed 
their insightful inputs and selfless dedication towards making Guild reach the highest pinnacle of change 
agent in the society.
The various programmes undertaken by Guild- Nurses Training, Computer Training, cutting and tailoring, 
formal/informal education, awareness campaigns etc have been carried out successfully and many 
beneficiaries have been trained to become economically independent.
Today our biggest challenge is the exploding elderly population. The next few years we have to devote our 
energies to see that we make evenings of their lives productive, interesting and joyful.
Seeds sown 42 years ago are bearing fruits and each fruit gives us immense satisfaction and happiness.
I would like to extend my heartfelt thanks to all those who have been associated with Guild in its endeavor to 
bring about social change thereby enhancing the status of the most marginalized section of our society.
 I also thank our staff, volunteers and members of the Guild for their tireless committed hard work in 
maintaining the steady pace.

Dr. V. Mohini Giri
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Obituary

Justice Jagdish Sharan Verma

Justice Verma passed away on April 22nd, 2013. He was 80 years and 
active in his numerous roles even till his last moment. He left behind 
legacy of tougher rape law, through the Justice Verma Committee. The 
Guild was fortunate in having his support and advice since the past four 
decades. He held several positions but was always very humble and of 
charming disposition. Our mentor, guide has left a great void in our lives.  
Justice Verma will always be remembered for his firm commitment to 
Women's empowerment, judicial accountability, probity in public life and 
social justice.

Vina Mazumdar

Born on 28th March, 1927, was an Indian academic, feminist, a pioneer in 
women's studies in India and a leading figure of the women's movement in 
post-independence India. She was amongst the first women academics to 
combine activism with scholarly research in women's studies. She was 
secretary of the first Committee on the Status of Women in India that 
brought out the first report on the condition of women in the country. Dr. 
Giri says “My personal tributes to her for having been my mentor”. Late 
Ms. Vina Mazumdar left for endless journey on 30th May, 2013. May god 
give peace to her holy soul.
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Policy and Advocacy Work

Group Marriage Ceremonies 
th th th5  April, 2012, 8  July, 2012 & 28  November, 2012

The Guild started the initiative of Group Marriages 
four decades back and so far about 13,000 couples 
have been married. Through this initiative the Guild 
aims to support those girls and boys from different 
religious and cultural backgrounds who are 
undergoing economic hardships to get married. The 
couples are provided with a set of clothes as well as 
some basic necessities like utensils to set up a home 
at  the in i t ia l  s tage.  They are  prov ided 
Counsel ing/guidance for  their  future by 
encouraging dowry-less marriage, family planning, 
non-consumption of alcohol and no domestic 
violence.

This year Guild for Service had organized the Group 
Marriage ceremony thrice in a year.First Group 

th
Marriage was held on 5  April 2012, where twenty 
couples got tied in a holy matrimony at the Guild for 
Service, Qutub Institutional Area. The Guild was full 
of colors with brides and grooms and other guests 
who had turned up in their fineries. This year, out of 
twenty couples - 16 were Hindus, 4 were Muslims, 1 
differently able, 2 widowers, 1 widow and 1 
divorcee. The highlight of the ceremony was 
cellphone gifted to each couple.

th
On 8  July, 2012 it was Mr. and Mrs. N. P. Bhargava's 

th
55  Wedding Anniversary; they decided to support 
Guild for Service in the Mass Group Marriage of 56 
couples on the occasion. Three widows remarried, 
five Muslim couples, two divorcees and one 
handicap man got married among the 56 couples 
marrying on the day of the celebration.      
 
A small pooja was performed for the long lasting 
married life of Mr. and Mrs. Bhargava followed by 
performing the rituals for Mass Marriage
All the couples were handed over their marriage 
certificates. Mr. and Mrs. Bhargava and their family 
provided the couples with necessities to start a 

home of their own and many other gifts.

thOn 28  November, 2012 the Group Marriage 
Ceremony of 51 couples was organized with the 
kind support of Abha and M.H. Dalmia, on the 

th
occasion of their 50  Wedding Anniversary. There 
were several widow remarriages, couples from 
different castes and also those whose families are 
not supporting were among the 51 couples married 
on the day of the celebration.      

The occasion was graced by the presence of Dr. Kiran 
Walia (Minister of education, Social Welfare, Women 
& Child Development and Languages), Ms. Shahnaz 
Hussain (CMD, Shahnaz Husain Group of Companies) 
and Smt. Mamta Sharma (Chairperson, National 
Commission for Women).

Other Eminent Guests at the event were Ms. Anne 
Stenhammer (of UN Women), Ms. Aruna Dalmia 
(President, Akshay Pratisthan), Ms. Indrani 
Mazumbar (Secretary- Mr. Bindeshwar Pathak, 
Chairperson of  Sulabh International) Ms. Hemlata 
Kheria and Ms. Shamina Shafiq (members, NCW) and 
Mr. Sohan Kumar Jha (Executive Director, Central 
Social Welfare Board) were also present. 
The ceremony began with a small pooja, performed 
for the good health and prosperity of Abha & M.H. 
Dalmia, followed by the marriage rituals.
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The couples were blessed by Abha & M.H. Dalmia 
and several other dignitaries gracing the occasion. 

An appreciative round of thanks to Mr. and Mrs. 
Dalmia for supporting the Guild for Service; Dalmia 
Manav Seva Trust, War Widow's Association, Lion's 
Club Sainik Farms, Sulabh International, Mrs. 
Namita Gautam, Mrs. Sila Jhunjhunwala, Mrs. Rohini 
Khullar, Mrs. Gayatri Subramaniam, The Inner Wheel 
Club Panchsheel, The Inner Wheel Club Sainik 
Farms, Ms. Esha Jakher, Mrs. & Mr. L.N. Anupama 
Kant Dewan, Mrs. Sarij Salwan, Mr. Bipin Dewabn, 
Mr. Jagdish Sharma and Mrs. Manorama Bawa for 
their kind contributions. Mrs. Lata & Mrs. K.K.Goel 
(Director FITJEE Limited), Mrs. & Mr. Satyapal 
Gupta, Mrs. & Mr. Kaveen Gupta, Mrs. & Mr. Vipul 
Gupta, Mr. Ananya Gupta (Sunair Hotels), Mrs. 
Shakun Goyal (Food for Hungry Foundation), Ms. 
Shahs Agarwal, Ms. Sushma Seth, Ms. Priya Chopra, 
Mr. Suresh Neotia, War Widows Association, Mr. O.P. 
Jain, Ms. Snigdha Narain,  Mrs. Didwania (Indian 
Compressors Ltd.), Mrs. Pushpa Vadera (Vadera 
Charitable Trust), Mrs. Shalini Beriwala, Mrs. Prema 
Paul, Mrs. Anuradha (S.S. Enterprises), Ms. Kusum 
Vijeshwar, Ms. Anuradha Venkat, Ms. Kalpakam 
Yechury, Ms. Padma Seth, Ms. Pratibha Sharma, Ms. 
Naz Mahmood & Dr. Tahir Mahmood, Ms. Upinder 
Kaur, Ms. Sudha Mathur, Ms. Neera Misra (Draupadi 

Trust). An imperative round of thanks to Mr. and Mrs. 
Bhragava and their family for supporting Guild for 
Service, Mrs. Neena Jain and Inner Wheel Members 
of Delhi Midtown and Mr. Atul Dua and members of 
Rotary Club of Delhi Midtown for associating with 
Guild for Service. Our sincere appreciation to Ms. 
R'anne Dolly Chhabra and Rtn. Gursharan S. 
Chhabra Chairman Managing Director of The 
Executive Club for providing Club's “Darbar 
Executive” banquet hall for the mass marriage. 

There association and support made these events 
possible and successful. A special thanks to all the 
guests present for their participation, blessings and 
love showered on the couples and all the members 
present for their help and support. 

Legal Literacy Programme 
supported by Justice Sunanda 
Bhandare Foundation

The Guild for Service has been organizing legal 
literacy programme since the past many decades 
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with an objective of making rural women aware of 
their legal rights. This year again Legal Literacy 
Programme was organized at Ma Dham, Vrindavan to 
make the women of Vrindavan aware of their legal 
rights

Dr. Tahir Mahmood ( Former chairman, National 
Minorities Commission &Former Member, Law 
Commission of India) and Ms. Pradeep Mathur ( 
MLA-Mathura) were the Guests of Honour

During the programme the transformation in 
women's status from earlier times to now. It was 
mentioned that though Women empowerment is 
taking place but there are still some places where 
women are ignorant about their legal rights. Hence, 
it becomes essential to organize such awareness 
programmes.
Discussion about child marriage also took place 
where it was mentioned that if a girl is forced to 
marry before she is 18, she has the right to divorce 
within 2years. Evil practices like dowry, domestic 
violence, female feticide, gender inequality, rape 
and other forms of violence against women were 
also discussed. 

The programme ended with thanks to the dignitaries 
present and also requesting the women and girls 
present to fight for their rights by Dr. Mohini Giri.

Legal Literacy Programme at 
Madre Meherbann trust, Gulab 
Bagh, Srinagar 

To raise the consciousness of women on the 
significance of their legal rights, a Legal Literacy 
Programme was organized by the Guild for Service at 
Madre Meherbann Trust, Srinagar on 13th May 2012.   
Dr. Giri Felicitated the honoured guests and other 
eminent dignitaries – Dr. Syeda Saiyidian Hameed, 

The programme concluded with blessings and 
distribution of certificates by the honoured guests 
who attended the programme and a round of snacks 
and sweets.

Ms. Anne Stenhammer & Ms. Sushma Kapoor and also 
threw light on the social evil of female infanticide 
which is one of the issues that is gaining much 
prominence from all quarters these days.                                                                                                                                                      

The programme was inaugurated by Hon'ble Ms. 
Kaniz Fatima, District Session Judge who expressed 
her thoughts and views on the significance of legal 
awareness and women's rights. Followed by a panel 
discussion by various Advocates. It was felt during 
the programme that the Institution of Religion is 
gradually losing its sacredness and that the woman 
should consider themselves equal to the men and 
should not condone or bear any cruelty done by men 
to them and consequently fight for their rights. It 
was also emphasized that the equality of men and 
women and the great need for women to become 
self-sufficient by undergoing vocational training in 
various fields so that they may enhance their earning 
capabilities in order to help them to live their lives 
with dignity and respect.
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Inter faith peace prayer for 
Nirbhaya

Main bach gayee maa, Main bach gayee maa
Terey kacche khun ki mehendi merey pore pore 
mein rach gayee maa
Main bach gayee maa main bach gayee maa………...

                                                - Poet Zakia Zaheer       

The year 2012 ended with incidents which left a 
mark in the minds and hearts of all humanity 
forever.

On 1st January, 2013 people from all over the world 
gathered at the Gandhi Smriti and Darshan Samiti to 
pay homage to the brave daughter of India who lost 
the battle of life and departed for heavenly abode. 

WIPSA & the Guild for Service began the New Year 
with the belief that there is no path to peace, peace 
is the path. Ensuring peace, dignity, equality, justice 
and respect for women and girls shall be our 
resolution for 2013.

This prayer meet brought together eminent persons 
like Smt. Gursharan Kaur, Smt. Sheila Dikshit (Chief 
Minister of Delhi), Smt. Krishna Tirath(Minister, 

Women & Child Development), Smt. Tara Gandhi 
Bhattacharya, Swami Agnivesh, Ms. Sushma Seth 
along with artists, singers, students, activists, 
officials and numerous media persons.  The prayer 
began with a moment of silence and introspection 
followed by wonderful prayers/ songs and spiritual 
verses spoken by people from varied faiths (Baha'i, 
Jain, Zoroastrian, Islam, Christianity etc.)

It was a delight to see citizens from Africa, Nepal, 
Pakistan and Bangladesh to come together and read 
out the pledge. 

One Billion Rising at Ma – Dham, 
Vrindavan

One Billion Rising is a global campaign by women, 
for women. The movement calls for an end to 
violence, and for justice and gender equality.

The campaign was organized by Guild for Service at 
Ma Dham, Vrindavan, where thousands of widows 
and women and the girls from the neighboring 
villages took the oath administered by Justice J.S. 
Verma and Dr. Mohini Giri.
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The boys and girls were encouraged to be brave and 
fight against the crimes faced by women. It was also 
told to them that billions of women all over the 
world are protesting against the violence faced by 
them inside their homes and in the outside world. 
The boys were asked to respect women. 

Justice Verma discussed about the Judicial System 
in India and the Justice Delivery mechanism. He 
encouraged boys and girls to get educated and to 
know their rights and duties. He said that they need 
to be aware of their fundamental rights. Justice 
Verma also said that they should respects the rights 
given to them by their constitution. 

International Women's Day,  
Inter-faith Prayer

Guild for Service and War Widows' Association has 
been celebrating International Women's Day since 
the past three decades. The day is celebrated as a 
Social justice and empowerment day for women. 
The Empowerment of women is seen as a vital 
component of Human Development.
There is a positive change in the status of women in 
our Country since the past 100 years. This has lead to 
the Society's positive attitude towards womankind. 
However we still have the unpleasant concern 
where sex- ratio still exists as a challenge to 
Womanhood. 

The laying of wreaths was followed by the 
inspirational Peace Prayers by various Religious 
Representatives from different religions. The Peace 
Prayer's at Gandhi Smriti has a unique significance 
symbolizing values for Peace and is the hope that no 
further human lives are destroyed.
Ms. Kiran Mehra, Director of UNIC read the Message 
of UN Secretary – General Ban Ki-Moon, who asked 
all the women of the nation to join the cause of UN 
which is called as UNiTE to end violence against 
women campaign. It was a day full of excitement 
and inquisitiveness. 

Dr Mohini Giri and Justice Verma administered the 
pledge and asked the boys and girls to repeat the 
pledge after them. 

Once again in the early hours of 8th March 2013, the 
members and supporters of Guild and eminent guest 
assembled at Gandhi Smriti and Darshan Samiti .

The laying of wreaths was lead by the war widows, 
who laid the wreaths in the memory of their 
husbands, who gave up their lives for the Nation. 
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Holi  Mi laan at Ma-Dham, 
Vrindavan

The Guild for Service holds the vision of Protection 
of Human Rights of all, especially of those who 
belong to the most vulnerable sections of our 
Society. It is the increasing violations of human 
rights that inspired the Guild to provide a safe and 
secure shelter to all those women who are weak, 
vulnerable, abandoned and have no one to go back 
to. The Guild has been involved for nearly four 
decades in providing services to the underprivileged 
women all over the country.

Since the inception of Amar Bari, Ma-Dham, Guild 
has made sure that every year on the occasion of 
Holi the widows do not feel left out. We try to fill as 
many colors as possible in their lives. At Ma-Dham 
they do not feel bounded by the culture and custom 
of the society; they lead their life in the manner 
they want to. This year also on the occasion of Holi, 
Dr. Giri, Dr. Urmil Sharma and the staff of Guild went 
to Ma-Dham to celebrate Holi with the Ma's. 

National Integration Peace 
Cricket Match Cup Series- III

''The utterance of God is a lamp, whose light is these 
words: ' Ye are the fruits of one tree and the leaves 
of one branch…"

The Peace Match organized in the valley in May, 2011 
provided youth with a platform to bring out their 
hidden talent. They came forward and participated 
actively in the Inter-state Cricket Match with great 
dedication and commitment. Not only did they play 
cricket but delightful patriotic and talk songs were 
sung together.
Taking into account the passion and fervor with 
which last Peace Cup was accepted by the people in 
both the states, Guild organized another set of 
matches of Peace Cup Series III.  In order to give the 
Kashmiri children the pleasure of capital's 
hospitality, the matches were organized in Delhi 
with two of the best schools of Delhi. Sardar Patel 
Vidyalaya, Lodhi Estate and Delhi Public School, 
Mathura Road, both graciously agreed to play with 
the team coming from the valley.
CRPF took all the responsibility of boarding, lodging 
and travelling of the children from Srinagar to Delhi 
and back. They named this as “Prayas”, meaning a 
an initiative of Peace.

The early morning of Holi started with a  
Satyanarayan Pooja in the presence of Dr. Giri and 
all the Ma's. After the Pooja Dr. Giri, O.P. Yadav 
(DPO), MR. Deepak Goyal, B.K. Gupta, Asha Goyal, 
Lakshmi Goyal, Sneh Thadani, Kumud Diwan and the 
staff of Guild played holi with the Ma's with flower in 
order to fill colours in their lives. Kumud Diwan, who 
specializes in Banarasi Thumri sang a plethora of 
songs such as, “Aaj biraj me holi re rasiya”, etc. 
Deepak Goyal and his family also sang many bhajans 

along with the Ma's. The HRD's performed dance on 
beautiful songs of Brij Bhumi. 
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On Saturday, 30th March, the Sardar Patel Vidyala's 
sports complex was full of school children from the 
SPV School and the team from the valley, Guild's 
staff and people from CRPF making arrangements 
for the match. Dr. Mohini Giri Founder/ Managing 
Trustee, Guild for Service and Ms. Anuradha Joshi, 
Principal, Lodhi Estate, arrived and wished both the 
teams luck. 

Sardar Patel Vidyalaya, Lodhi Estate won the match 
with a hefty margin but still they cheered their 
Kashmiri counterparts and exchanged words of 
friendship. It was the main motto of our Peace Cup 
to create friendship among these youths and to 
provide them such opportunities.

Chief Guest Dr. Sudarshan Patthak, Chairperson, 
Delhi Social Welfare Board, was introduced by Dr. 
Mohini Giri. Shri Vivek Razdan, former cricketer, 
arrived to cheer the teams he was introduced by 
Dronacharya Awardee Shri. Gururcharan Singh. 
The coin was tossed by Dr. Sudarshan Patthak and 
Shri. Vivek Razdan and St. Paul, Srinagar won, 
electing to field first. SPV School put up a very good 
score of 140 runs, the target for St. Paul's School 
Srinagar was 141 runs. Anxious and nervous team 
went to the field again after the encouraging words 
from our Chairperson. They started with a high run 
rate but gradually all wickets were shattered in 
front of Delhi's trained bowlers. 

On Sunday 31st March 2013, a new day dawned with 
new spirits and a new match at a new venue. DPS, 
Mathura Road's Cricket ground was all setup for the 

match between its students and team from the 
valley. 

The coin was tossed by Shri. Gurusharan Singh ji 
(former cricketer) and Mr. Darshan Lal. The team 
from the valley won the toss and elected to field. 
DPS started making runs at a very high speed, this 
was a panic situation for the team from the valley, 
the captain then decided to give the next over to Mr. 
Danish who took 3 wickets. This boosted the moral 
of the team and the innings got over with a total of 
152 runs by DPS, school. 

The next innings started with St. Paul's, Srinagar 
batting. Kashmiri team made a comeback by making 
quick runs and chasing the target of 153 runs. Later 
the wickets started falling quickly and DPS School 
won the match. The match result seemed of less 
importance as the cause for which it was played was 
seeming fulfilled.  

9
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DPS, Mathura Road won the rolling trophy for an 
outstanding play, but to display the feeling of 
National Integration, Harmony and Solidarity they 
decided to give the trophy to the team from St. 
Paul's, School, Srinagar. 

National  Consultat ion on 
Widows: Denial and Deprivation 
of Rights from Private to Public 
and Policy Realm

The National Consultation on Widows, organized 
by Guild of Service with support of UN Women at IIC 
New Delhi on 3rd April 2013 was a big success. Not 
only was it attended by the members and post-
holders of various NGOs, other organizations and 
dignitaries, but also by experts in various fields such 
as Dr. Syeda Hameed, Ms. Lakshmi V. Venkatesan, 
Ms. Anju Pandey, Ms. Shamina Shafiq, Prof. Rakesh 
Chandra, Ms. Malini Bhattacharya, Dr. A.K. Singh, 
Ms. Poornima Chikarmane, Ms. Ginny Srivastava, Ms. 
Pam Rajput, Dr. Padma Seth, Dr. Jyotsana 
Chatterjee, etc. who spoke pertaining to rights and 
entitlements of widows of our country. The 
emphasis of the consultation meeting was to adopt a 
rights and entitlement based strategy for overall 
development of widows rather than being content 
with welfare strategy only. The Session on Regional 
Experiences provided the participants accurate 
information about the miserable conditions of 

different kinds of widows in our country and the 
immediate need for Government to take pro-active 
measures to ameliorate the worsening socio-
economic conditions of widows and their children.  
Dr. V. Mohini Giri welcomed all the guests and 
participants and emphasized on the urgent need to 
look deeply at all the issues, social and economic 
security of the widows and their families, and 
demanded that the government give priority to 
widow's problems as a matter of rights and not 
merely as welfare. 

T h e  m e e t i n g  c o n c l u d e d  w i t h  s o m e 
recommendations and concluding remarks. It was 
figured out that the widows are agents of change. 
We can facilitate the coming together of widows as 
active agents, but real change has to come from 
within the widows themselves. We have to act soon 
and decide what we want from the government. 
Besides schemes, laws also will help.

Regional Conference: Widows 
Policy, Gaps and Inclusion

The Guild for Service supported by the National 
Commission for Women organized a Regional 
Conference on Widow's Policy, Gaps and Inclusion on 
4th April, 2013. The main focus of this conference 
was to provide a platform to the widows from across 
India, to voice their experiences and struggles, and, 
what are their demands from the government in 
terms of the policies and schemes for their 
rehabilitation, empowerment and emancipation. 
This shall enable the authorities and institutions to 
identify and study the gaps in the existing policies 
and rectify them for a more inclusive policy making 
and implementation for overall growth and 
development of this neglected section of our 
society. 
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Objectives of the Conference were 
as follows:-

• The main objective of the consultation is to assess  
the gaps that exist in the present policy framework  
that challenges that widow women face to seek  
social welfare entitlements.
• To consolidate the gaps and formulate widow 
friendly policy and changes.
• To produce an advocacy document.

Eminent people like, Dr. Charu WaliKhanna, Ms. 
Shamina Shafiq, Mr. O. P. Yadav, Ms. Devaki Jain, Mr. 
Harsh Mander, Ms. Anjali Gopalan, Ms. Ruth Singson, 
Ms. Suman Chahar, Mr. Indu Prakash Singh, Ms. Malini 
Bhattacharya, Mr. T.R. Meena, etc attended the 
conferences.

The following Recommendations 
w e r e  p u t  f o r w a r d  b y  t h e 
participants for the consideration 
of the Government: 

1. In all our Poverty Alleviation Programmes, the 
measurement of poverty is on the basis of individual 
parameters (like basket of commodities, calorie 
consumption, etc.). But, majority of the schemes 
focus on Family Units. There has to be a special 
focus on women as individuals, since women are 
often victims of intra family disparities. Thus, when 
we are calculating with a human rights approach on 
individual basis, we also need to focus on these 
women as individuals in formulation and 
implementation of the poverty alleviation 
programmes. Till that time our reach to the women 
and children especially the girl child is not possible.

2. In our collaboration with ILO, we have not agreed 
for minimum wages or living wages but for decent 

wages and proposed that keeping this amount in 
mind, pension for the women needs to be decided. 
Also, while calculating the amount that shall be 
allocated for the pensions the authorities need to 
consider the expenses and needs for daily survival.

3. Free ration/ ration at Re. 1/- per kg food grain for 
widows and dependents can also be suggested.

4. Uniform Policy: Widow Endowment Schemes, just 
like Kanya Vidya Dhan (for girl child education), to 
be given to any woman as soon as she becomes a 
widow. This shall prevent the disparities and 
destitution faced by the women. It is time that we 
take a deeper look into the details of the issues or no 
policy shall be useful.

5. Convergence of Schemes: NMEW, National 
Livelihood Mission, Mahila Samakhya Karyakram, 
NRHM, Rashtriya Mahila Kosh etc. in order to 
coordinate them there has to be some agency, at the 
district level it can be the commissioner etc. The 
effectiveness of these schemes depends on their 
optimal convergence.  

6. Lack of Evidence Based Research- Category of 
women, age of women, what are their problems, 
what condition do they survive in etc., are not 
known. We have discussed on the availability and 
non-availability of BPL cards but how far these 
schemes are benefiting the widows and women in 
general are not known, are they even able to access 
these schemes. 

There are a lot of funds which are allocated to UGC 
and ICSSR for women's studies and women specific 
interdisciplinary projects, but it lies unutilized as 
not many projects are undertaken in this domain. 
Effective and wide ranging studies and projects can 
be commissioned to utilize these funds.

7. Self Esteem and Leadership Development Models 
to enhance the confidence of women and girls and 
especially the widows, through awareness modules 
which can be included in educational syllabus. The 
span for these programmes should atleast be one 
week and not less than that, to be conducted by 
universities, institutes and voluntary agencies. This 
shall ensure the effectiveness of the schemes that 
are available for the women and optimize the 
findings of the women's studies for gender 
sensitization conducted across the country.  

8. Free Legal Aid board to be strengthened, 
sensitized and should focus on single women and 
also towards widow's issues.

9. Right to Shelter: There are many widowed 
women who are quite young and are destitute with 
no family. These women need safety and shelter, Dr. 
Giri has been working for the aged and the widows, 
there is an urgent need for short stay homes, 
working women's hostels and community housing 
and townships can be developed on block level.
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10.Job Cards: are essential for the poor persons and 
a special preference should be given to those who 
have elderly dependent parents. As per law it is the 
responsibility of the children to take care of their 
aged parents, a widow on the other hand will not get 
benefits if her son has reached the age of 25 years. 
There is a significant problem here as many of the 
children may be incapable to take care of their 
parents due to financial constraints. 

11.Women need to visualize themselves also as 
individuals and not only as care givers for children 
and family. They must be provided with concession 
for the education of their children.

12.In the context of Manipur, there is a huge 
problem of touts. The reality is that none of the 
schemes are free of touts today. For the 
effectiveness and wide spread utilization of any 
scheme there are numerous hurdles. Thus, there is a 
need for e-governance and transparent governance 
and record maintenance. There is an urgent need 
for training of the widows so that they can 
effectively utilize RTI i.e. special capacity building 
programmes for women.

13.Uniform policy for all women across India.

14.Promotion and appraisal of officers must be 
based on how far that particular officer effectively 
worked for the women and widows of his/her area 
and the success of the women centric schemes. 
They can get an authorization letter from the 
panchayats sanctioning the same.

15.Auditing for MPs and MLAs in the context of work 
done for empowerment of women.

16.Research to be undertaken on the Widows of 
Kashmir (affected by militancy and conflict in the 
valley) and also pay close attention to their pension 
papers.
 
 

Other points:    

• Practical options and immediate scheme 
formulation. Right time to work towards the issues 
of women and widows and seek support from the 
government through its grants and schemes. 

• Categorizing widows and single women under one 
umbrella so that a more focused approach can be 
undertaken.

• Focusing on Muslim widows who are minority 
within a minority. Education for the muslim women 
and girls who have an urge and desire to rise in life. 
Awareness is essential. 

Awareness Generation Meeting 
at Ma-Dham, Vrindavan

India is estimated to be home for 40 million widowed 
women of whom approximately 15,000 widows live 
on the streets of Uttar Pradesh. This state has seen a 
steady influx of widows who are attracted to 
Vrindavan to escape the humiliation and 
discrimination suffered by them due to their 
widowhood. Having been abandoned by their 
families they wish to devote their lives to lord 
Krishna.

On 5th December, 2012 an Awareness Generation 
Meeting 

Meeting was held at Ma-Dham which involved the 
multi-stake holders to address the issue of widows' 
plight and asses the access to service delivery to 
most deprived women.

The Guild along with UN Women has worked hard to 
eliminate social ostracism of widows and to lobby 
for 'just' inheritance laws and projects that are 
aimed to empower women economically. Although 
the government has launched a number of schemes 
and programmes for the welfare of the widows, the 
ground reality is that there remains a big gap in their 
implementation as these programmes remain 
inaccessible to the widows. This meeting was a step 
forward to see that the widows are not only 
informed about these schemes and policies but are 
also able to access them.

The Guild along with UN Women has empowered 
Human Rights Defenders, who have been trained to 
educate the widows of their respective villages by 
making them aware about the various scheme and 
policies, so that no widow is left without a pension. 
These women have formed a group called as 'HRD 
Panchayat' who go to the homes of the widows in the 
villages and assess their situation and take charge of 
the situation.Training Programmes 
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Dr. Giri while explaining the prevalent scenario 
stated that the Guild is doing its bit to improve the 
condition of the women especially the widows but 
none of its efforts could have been fruitful had there 
not been the consistent support and initiative of all 
present at the meeting. No social issue can be 
combated without the participation of the various 
sectors of the society.

Dr. Giri added that the present situation is that the 
daughter and the sister are supposed to be the ill-
wealth as they have to be gifted away to strangers.

   Duniya Mein Do Dhan Burey, Ek Beti Ek Behena
   Hath Pakadkar Kar Dena, Hai Pardesi Ka Gehena.

Dr. Giri and the other participants including the PRI 
members, media, religious leaders, government 
officials and heads of several NGOs interacted with 
the HRD leaders and other women from the villages 
in order to assess the problems and hindrances faced 
by the women and widows of Vrindavan in accessing 
and availing the various schemes and policies of the 

Government for the empowerment of women.

Awareness workshop on issues, 
policy services and deliverables 
for widows, Lucknow

A unique workshop organized by Guild for Service 
supported by the UN Women took place at Lucknow 
on 10th December, 2012, which brought into focus a 
discussion on schemes for widows, for the first time. 
Intellectuals, judicial, police, ministers, political 
parties, professors, activists, doctors, lawyers and 
NGOs came together to deliberate on the various 
schemes made available by the Government of India 
and how to reach it to the poor, subjugated, 
illiterate widows.

Out of the 40 million widows, UP is the home for 
approx 1.8 million widows living on the streets. The 
question that confronted the audience was why this 
discrimination, why this humiliation, why are they 
abandoned by their families and how to help them.

The workshop started with the screening of 
'Sashakt', a movie which highlighted the fact that 
how in India the life of every widow is ruled by what 
the society expects of her, and, how restrictions are 
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Many eminent people such as Dr. Pooja Juyal,                 
Dr. Amrita Dass, Dr. Vandana Gupta, Dr. Meenakshi 
Pawha, Dr. A.K. Singh, Dr. Rakesh Chandra, Mr. Man 
Mohan Bose and Ms. Rashmi Singh participated in the 
workshop and gave their views on the situation. It 
was found out during the workshop that many 
schemes are available for widows and single women, 
but there is no proper convergence of schemes. A 
perfect convergence is possible only when the 
Government, the NGOs, the Corporates - CSR, 
Academician, Politicians and the Police come 
forward together and make diligent efforts.

Seminars and Meetings
Faiz Comes Alive in Srinagar

So far Guild has taken three peace delegations to 
Kashmir on mainstreaming Kashmir and harmony to 
hear the pain and grief of people there and to calm 
their aggression with solutions. This time Guild 
along with Dr. Syeda Hameed (Member Planning 
Commission) takes the torch of harmony and 
National Integration to a next level, with a unique 
rendition of poetic journey of Faiz Ahmad Faiz, one 
of the famous revolutionary poets of the sub 
continent in the form of a unique play “Faiz Ka 
Manzoom Safar (The Poetic Journey of Faiz) which 
was also presented by Delhi-based Faiz Centre 
which was the main highlight of the show supported 
by guitar strings. The couplets of Faiz were narrated 
in their impressive voices by Dr. Syeda Sayidain 
Hameed (Member, Planning Commission of India), 
Ms. Zakia Zaheer, Dr. Mohini Giri & Ms. Rene Singh & 
Mr. Akhtar.  

imposed on her adding to the trauma that she is 
already going through.

The Guild for Service along with UN Women has 
empowered 6 Human Rights Defenders, who are 
trained to empower the widows of their villages, 
raise awareness about the scheme and policies, so 
that no widow is left out. These women have formed 
a group called as 'Human Rights Panchayat' who go to 
the homes of the widows in the villages and assess 
their situation and take charge of the situation. 
They shared their experiences. They inspired us by 
the commendable work they are doing in the field of 
education, health, protection of women against 
violations etc. 

Recognitions  and  Awards

• Berhampur University, Odisha, conferred Dr. V. 
Mohini Giri with the Degree of Doctor of Laws 
(LL.D), Honoris Causa, for attaining eminence in 
public affairs on the occasion of the 17th 
Convocation of Berhampur University.
• To commemorate the 25th Anniversary of Art 
Karat, they decided to salute the successful women 
from various fields by felicitating them “Women of 
Substance Award”, Dr. V. Mohini Giri was selected 
as one of the women achievers in recognition of the 
achievements in the field of Social Work. 

The Prominent among those present on the occasion 
were Tanvir Jahan, Commissioner/Secretary, PWD 
(Designate), Principal GMC Dr. Qazi Masood, Dr. 
Shahida Mir Kaneez Fatima, Mumtazun Nisa Soz, 
Neerja Mattoo, Surraya Mattoo, Jyoti Singh, Editor 
in Chief Rising Kashmir Shujaat Bukhari and Dr. 
Mohammad Ali Matoo.

The events in Kashmir were celebrated in the spirit 
of national Integration, Peace and harmony. 
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Dr. Syeda Hameed's book 
release “Beautiful Country – 
Stories from another India”

On the evening of 13th May, 2012, the Guild for 
Service held a Poetic Presentation of “My Beautiful 
Country: Stories from Another India” – By Dr. Syeda 
Saiyidain Hameed at the Lalit Grand Palace, 
Srinagar which is an eye account of what she has 
experienced and observed while travelling from 
Kashmir to Kanyakumari. This was followed by the 
release of the book by Hon'ble Governor Shri N.N. 
Vohra,  who in his message said that this is the 
message (the book) coming from the person who is 
the member of the Planning Commission, the 
highest body for planning and development of the 
country.  He also said that there was no dearth of 
potential and resources but what is needed is hard 
work, determination, effective and honest delivery 
of services.

Indonesian Delegation Meet

A knowledge sharing meeting was held with the 
Indonasian Delegates with the support of Ministry of 

External Affairs at the Guild for Service premises. Dr 
Mohini Giri welcomed the delegation and thanked 
them for coming to Guild for Service. There was a 
round of introduction held where Dr Mohini Giri 
introduced Guild members to the Indonesian 
delegation. After their welcome they were informed 
about the work Guild is doing in different parts of 
India. An exchange of ideas, present issues 
pertaining women with special reference to the 
widows in both the countries was done. 33% 
Reservation Bill, participation of women in politics 
was also discussed.  
Another discussion held about the various issues 
–social, economic and political related to women in 
India and Pakistan.

Foundations for Sustainable 
Peace in Asia's Century

The Universal Peace Federation of India invited Dr. 
V. Mohini Giri to attend an interactive meeting on 9 
July, 2012, on the theme "Foundations for 
Sustainable Peace in Asia's Century". 

During the meeting it was realized that there is a 
growing awareness among Asians as well as people 
throughout the world of the urgent need for 
innovative vision and bold leadership if we are to 
resolve the critical issues of our time. On this 
premise, we hope that this will be a timely 
contribution to the ongoing discussions on critical 
issues of our time, and the search for innovative 
ways to create a world where harmony and mutually 
beneficial relationships are achieved by everyone 
regardless of creed, color, language, culture and 
status in life. The idea was to focus on Asia's 
traditional strengths, assets and complementarities 
,but also reflect on challenges flowing from 
geopolitical developments. It was hoped to have an 
exchange of ideas on the importance of Gandhian 
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and family values, inter faith cooperation, and 
conventional and unconventional security 
challenges.

Dr. V. Mohini Giri attended a meeting in Chennai and 
spoke about the 'Women Empowerment for 
Sustainable Peace” where she highlighted the 
relation between women and maintenance of 
Peace.

Akh i l  Bha r t i y a  Go swami 
Mahasabha

Dr. Giri attended a meeting of Akhil Bhartiya 
Goswami Mahasabha in Patna on 19th August, 2012. 

UNFPA, Advisory Committee 
Meeting

UNFPA India organized a meeting of the advisory 
committee on population on the 19th & 20th Nov, 
2012 at Hotel Ashoka,Chanakyapuri. Dr. Giri was 
called to chair the Valedictory session of the 
meeting, which reflected on the Pointers for Action 
in the XII Five Year Plan.  
Dr. Giri mentioned the main areas of intervention by 
the policy:-

1. Income security: - As two third of the elderly 
population live below the poverty line, financial 
security is the most important area of intervention. 
Schemes like Indira Gandhi National Old Age Pension 
Scheme, which will cover all senior citizens living 
below the poverty line with a revised pension and 
will also, include the 'oldest old'. Improvise the 
taxation policy which would be more sensitive 
towards the financial problems of senior citizens and 
to provide loans to senior citizens at reasonable 
rates of interest.

2. Healthcare: - With advancing age, senior citizens 
have to cope with health and associated problems 
some of which may be chronic and require constant 
attention. The main goal would be to provide senior 
citizens with good, affordable health service, 
heavily subsidized for the poor and a graded system 
of user charges for other.

3. Safety and Security:- Stringent punishment would 
be made for the abuse of the elderly. Abuse of the 
elderly and crimes against senior citizens especially 
widows and those living alone and disabled would be 
tackled by community awareness and policing.
I would like to quote Mahatma Gandhi here: -

“Freedom is not worth having if it does not connote 
freedom to err. It passes my comprehension how 
human beings, be they ever so experienced and 
able, can delight in depriving other human beings of 
that precious right.” Similarly we have to realize 
that Elderly are also human being born with rights 
and they should not be deprived of their rights. 

4. Housing: - As we all know that shelter is a basic 
human need. Age friendly, barrier-free access will 
be created in buses and bus stations, railways and 
railway stations, etc. ten percent of housing 
schemes for urban and rural lower income segments 
will be earmarked for senior citizens.

5. Productive ageing: - The policy would promote 
measures to create avenues for continuity in 
employment and post retirement opportunities.

6. Welfare:- Welfare funds, Non-institutional 
services by voluntary organizations, universal 
identity under the Aadhar scheme, lagers budgetary 
allocations would be earmarked for senior citizens.

7. Multigenerational Bonding: - Bonding of 
generations and multigenerational support by 
incorporating relevant educational material in 
school curriculum and promoting value education 
for caring the elderly.

To implement on these interventions proper 
mechanism is required, such as establishing 
department of senior citizens under the ministry of 
social justice and empowerment, establishing 
directorates of senior citizens in states and union 
territories, establishing National/State Commission 
for Senior Citizens, establishing of National Council 
for Senior Citizens, the responsibility for the 
implementation must be distributed amongst 
various department of the government and the role 
of panchayat raj institutions must be increased. 

Book Launch at Lucknow

Dr. Giri was invited by Mrs. Tehrim Dass to release 
the book written by Ms. Amrita Dass, grand-daughter 
of first Indian principal of Isabella Thoburn College 
Dr. Premnath Dass (first Indian principal of Isabella 
Thoburn College, Lucknow) , and gave the Key Note 
address, on the 23rd of November, 2012. 

Dr. Giri addressed the audience and expressed how 
humbled she was, and that her efforts to speak on 
Dr. Prem Nath Dass is like a mouse taking up a 
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meeting:
1. Dr. Giri questioned that what are the police PCR 
vans doing. Are they really effective? Had there 
been a police PCR van patrolling on that road where 
the crime took place, the girl and the boy could have 
been saved.

2. Alcohol and drugs consumption has by far been 
the most important factor which has been 
responsible for these horrendous crimes. Once 
drunk the men don't even realize what they are 
doing.

3. Apathy of the society. No one steps forward to 
protect a woman if she is being molested or sexually 
assaulted or help the rape victim.

4. The police needs to be trained properly, to 
sensitize them and make them empathetic towards 
the traumatized. But, can the mindsets be changed.

5. The laws are absolutely outdated and 
understanding the gravity of the situation effective 
laws are needed to protect the women. 

6. Proper institutional framework is also missing.

Closing the discussion chief minister Sheila Dikshit 
said that another similar meeting would be needed 
to enlist the necessary steps to be taken, while the 
following points need special attention:

• Sensitization on drinking habits is important as 
just banning alcohol might lead to illegal brewing of 
liquor and a new problem may arise (as it has earlier 
happened)

• All dark stretches need special attention of the 
police 

• Visible police patrolling: to instill confidence in 
the people, so that they are not scared all the time 
that they will be vulnerable to crimes.

• The behavior and the conduct of the police has 
certainly become an issue of concern and needs 
immediate attention.

• A committee can also be formed with the 
participants present to look into the matter. 
However, if need be it can be decided after the next 
meeting.

• Ms. Indira Jaising was requested to make a draft 
Rape Law with necessary inclus ions and 
amendments in the existing laws. 

• Funds required for the effective working of the 
bodies and other social sector programmes will be 
worked out

• Women's cell needs to be proactive

• The police has to win back the confidence and 
trust that the people had in them, and make 
themselves more active and dependable.

Meeting with the Chief Minister

An urgent meeting was called by the Chief Minister 
Smt. Sheila Dikshit, to discuss the increasing 
incidents of violence against women at the Delhi 
Secretariat was held on 19th Dec, 2012. It had 
participants from leading NGOs, Lawyers, 
Corporate, the Commissioner of police, the special 
Commissioner, additional DCP (Crime Against 
Women), Ministers, Vice Chancellors of Universities 

Addressing the participants, Chief Minister Smt. 
Sheila Dikshit said that she needs their help and 
asked them to raise questions and give suggestions 
as to how can the situation in the capital city be 
brought under control. She said that it's painful to 
see such things happen in Delhi which has never 
been so vulnerable and unsafe for the women.

The following points were raised during the 

Article released in Hindustan Times, Lucknow 
(Saturday, 24 Nov, 2012)

mountain of a topic. The small effort in honour of Dr. 
Dass was a string of narrative and tails of another 
kind, woven together to support the cause that Dr. 
Prem Nath Dass took up. She urged that there is an 
urgent need to re-visit, revise, understand and 
thereby include the value of the processes in giving 
education to the thousands of women.    
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Farm Widows Conclave at 
Nagpur

Two days conclave was organised to social audit 
farm widow's distress and the social protection 
benefits that they have received and denied by the 
State Government. Over 100 widows as young as 24 
years along with their children from severely 
affected districts of Maharashtra and couple of them 
from Madhya Pradesh assembled at Nagpur to 
highlight their misery and distress through 
testimonies. 

• Citizens group will be a very effective step

All the suggestions and steps alone cannot change 
the scenario and make Delhi safe for women. We all 
need to coordinate and work on this issue.    

NKU student visit to India
(28th December, 2012 to 9th January, 2013)

A group of 15 nursing and social work students along 
with two of their professors from the Northern 
Kentuky University, Cincinnati (USA) visited India in 
December, 2013 and stayed with the Guild for 
Service. 
During their stay of two weeks they visited various 
places in Delhi, Vrindavan and Agra. 
They were touched by the initiatives that the Guild 
for Service and WIPSA made through the Inter Faith 
Peace Prayer at Gandhi Darshan on 1st January, 
2013. The girls said that they have never felt such 
warmth and witnessed solidarity in their lives. 

Further they proceeded to Vrindavan and stayed at 
Ma Dham with the widow mothers and experienced 
the joy of love and compassion. Interacting with the 
village women and men, girls and the boys allowed 
them to taste the flavours of rural India. Visit to 
various hospitals, social institutions, interactions 
with workers made their visit complete. 
They express their humble gratitude and special 
thanks to all the people associated with the Guild, 
especially Dr. Mohini Giri who took special care of 
their specific needs like a mother, Ms. Bapsi 
Nariman, Ms. Aruna Dalmia, Dr. Deepali Bhanot, Ms. 
Sreerupa Mitra Chaudhury, Ms. Diana Khambatta, Dr. 
Mira Shiva, Srivats Goswami Ji, Sh. Deepak Goel, Sh. 
Udayan Sharma our members, staff and all our 
family members from the Guild who ensured that 
their visit is comfortable, interesting and a 
wonderful experience to remember for life. 

The conclave was attended by Ms Anne Stenhammer, 
Regional Director UN Women, Dr. V Mohini Giri, 
Sunila Singh and Kalpana from Guild for Service, 
representative from Ekal Nari Network, other CSOs, 
NGOs besides Prakriti executive members were 
present along with local media.  

The conclave was began with the address that we 
have to move from discussing the widows plight and 
to framing the effective policy and avail the existing 
the benefits. Therefore, kind of reasoning, 
strategies, and approaches indeed, need to be 
adopted in order to shift the current flows of policy, 
and programme design, which has also to be 
transformed, for us to get agenda off the ground.  
The subjective experiences, highlights how these 
women become instruments through which the 
social system replicates itself and systemic 
inequality is maintained: violence against widow 
women is systematically utilized to deny them 
opportunities, choices and freedoms at multiple 
levels, undermining not only widows' women's 
dignity and self-respect, but also their right to 
development.  
The conclave concluded by informing everyone 
present that besides seeking the social protection 
security one need to avail other schemes and 
flagship programmes also, and that every 
programme has 1/3 provision for women beside 
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International Seminars and 
Meetings
Islamabad Declaration on the 
Needs, Roles and Rights of 
Widows – SANWED
Consultative Workshop in 
Islamabad, Pakistan

women specific programmes. It was also mentioned 
that other than availing benefits we need to derive 
strategy to irritate government official by through 
available national instruments and mechanism by 
filing RTI, sending complaints to human rights 
commissions on violation of needs and benefits. The 
information on the budget allocation and how each 
one of them could contribute to Indian economy 
system, by buying basic substance like salt, match 
box and so on, therefore the entire tax money 
belongs to people for their right development.  

Some of the widows present gave their testimonies. 
Guild offered helped to women those who would like 
to diversify their skills, and it also offered that Guild 
will take of their hospitality and training cost for a 
year at MA-Dham. Guild collected the details of the 
widows further affirmative action will be taken in 
consultation with Prakriti.

The members of South Asian Network for Widows' 
Empowerment and Development (SANWED) from 
Afghanistan, Bangladesh, India, Nepal, Pakistan and 
Sri Lanka, with Widows for Peace through 
Democracy (International Focal organization for 
SANWED), agreed to adopt the following declaration 
during the SANWED's South Asian Consultative 
Workshop on “Mainstreaming Rights of Widows and 
Single Women in Public Policy”, held in Islamabad, 
Pakistan on 23-24 May 2012, in collaboration with 
Aurat Foundation, Pakistan.

Recognized the critical importance of issues 
pertaining to women who are single, divorced, 
never married, abandoned, or are spouses of 
missing/enforced disappeared persons, we are, 
nevertheless, focusing on the needs and rights of 
widows in this Declaration.

Asserting that widows across the region must not be 
seen exclusively as poor, elderly, vulnerable and 
needy but as key players with important roles in 
social and economic development building and 
should be recognized as effective agents of change;

They called upon the United Nations, International 
and Bilateral Organizations to:

• Recognize widows as a Special Category in the 
Cross-Cutting Issues and Thematic Groups for 
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The Vital Role of Women in Peace 
– Building, at Kathmandu, Nepal

“If only the women of the world would come 
together they could display such heroic non-
violence as to kick away the atom bomb like a 
mere ball. Women have been so gifted by God. If 
an ancestral treasure lying buried in a corner of 
the house unknown to the members of the family 
were suddenly discovered, what a celebration it 
would occasion. Similarly, women's marvelous 
power is lying dormant. If the women of Asia 
wake up, they will dazzle the world. My 
experiment in non-violence would be instantly 
successful if I could secure women's help.” - By 
Mahatma Gandhi

Dr. Giri was invited to talk about the vital role of 
Women in peace building all over the world. The 
conference was organized by WHR, Nepal on.

Dr. Giri explained everyone present that how the 
notion of being an Indian or being a Nepali has been 
replaced with I am a South Asian. She said that over 
the years, the United Nations as well as the nations 
of the world have been emphasizing equality and 
development and have been paying little heed to 
the goal of peace. This is based on the concept that 
once development is reached it will automatically 
lead to equality among the countries, as well as 
sections of the population within the countries. 
Time and again, gender equality as a goal has found 
itself pre-empted by such a macroeconomic notion – 
however strong the opposition this theory may be.
The meeting concluded with the notion of from 
being mere victims of forces beyond their control 
and human tragedies, women should become active 
agents of peace and protect it from being trampled 
upon by the aggressive, controlling male political 
leaders and competitive, patriarchal state policies. 
For, there is no alternate to peace if the world and 
its children need to survive to construct a future.

Asia-Pacific Intergovernmental 
Meeting on the Second Review 
and Appraisal of the Madrid 
International Plan of Action on 
Ageing, Bangkok

The Asia-Pacific Intergovernmental Meeting on the 
Second Review and Appraisal of the Madrid 
International Plan of Action on Ageing was convened 
in Bangkok from 10-12 September 2012.

The meeting was attended by: representatives of 
the following members of ESCAP: Armenia; 
Australia; Azerbaijan;  Bangladesh; Brunei 
Darussalam; Cambodia; China; Democratic People's 
Republic of Korea; Fiji; Georgia; India; Indonesia; 
Iran (Islamic Republic of); Japan; Kazakhstan; 
Maldives; Mongolia; Myanmar; Nepal; Pakistan; 
Philippines; Republic of Korea; Russian Federation; 
Samoa; Thailand; Turkey; Tuvalu; Uzbekistan and 
Vietnam.  Representatives of the following United 
Nations Bodies and specialized agencies and related 
organizations attended: Department of Economic 
and Social Affairs; UNDP; UNFPA and WHO.

It was indeed a proud moment for India as Dr. Mohini 
Giri, Chairperson of the Guild for Service, was 
invited to the meeting as the Key Note Speaker. To 
have invited a woman from a marginalised section of 
the elderly from a patriarchal country and region 
was really an indication that the mindset of the 
governments and UN bodies was slowly changing. Dr.  
Deepali Bhanot, Hony. Secretary, Guild for Service 
also participated in the meeting as an Observer with 
UN support.
The Meeting began with the inaugural address for 
focusing on a subject of increasing concern and 
urgency for Asian and Pacific Societies. About the 
aging population of Thailand, it was mentioned that 
the number of the Thai older persons would reach 
nearly 18 million by 2030. The need for enhance 
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In her Keynote statement, Dr. Mohini Giri, 
emphasized the need for countries to examine their 
existing policies and principles to ensure equity and 
inclusion of older persons in social and economic 
development. She stated that the embedded 
cultural belief that a person was old when he or she 
reached 60 needed to be replaced by the notion of 
productive ageing and engagement.  She also stated 
that there was a need to shift perceptions regarding 
ageing and to start looking upon older persons as 
agents of change and also economic and political 
actors to be valued and respected.  She emphasized 
that the voices of older women also needed to be 
included in all decision-making.  
Dr. Giri said that, in India, efforts were being 
directed to improving the lives of older persons, by 
promoting the mainstreaming of senior citizens, 
especially older women, and bringing their concerns 
into the national development debate. Senior 
citizens also needed to be considered as valuable 
resources for countries, but that required creating 
environments which provided them with equal 
opportunities, protected their rights and enabled 
their full participation in the society. That 
necessitated a change in the mindset towards older 

regional cooperation to address the ageing future of 
Asia and Pacific and ensure that the region could 
influence and shape the outcome of the global 
review process of the Madrid Plan of Action. 

persons and ageing, and enabling senior citizens' 
voices to be heard and for actions to follow. Such 
needs were greatest when it came to the 
experiences of older women.

Eminent people like Mr. Teeka Ram Meena, Joint 
Secretary, Ministry of Social justice and 
Empowerment and Dr. Gangandharan also 
participated in the meeting from India. during the 
country presentations.

Dr. Deepali Bhanot, Hony Secretary, Guild for 
Service, noted the importance of traditional values 
and principles to guide intergenerational 
relationships. Particularly, the need to develop 
curriculum in schools to ensure awareness among 
youth on the issue of ageing and respect for older 
persons. Citing the example of Ma-Dham where 
children from nearby villages come to interact with 
the elderly abandoned widows, she emphasized the 
need of partnership between civil society and the 
g o v e r n m e n t  t o  p r o m o t e  a v e n u e s  f o r 
intergenerational dialogue.  

Along side the main event, many side events were 
also conducted.

Report on visit to the USA 

Dr. Giri has been a board member of the Hunger 
Project since the past 15 years. Dr. Giri goes to the 
USA to attend the meetings of the board twice every 
year and Dr. Giri also tries to spread awareness 
about Indian Widows at different universities and 
communities in the USA and she even tries to get as 
much funds as possible.

Meeting at Northern Kentuky 
University, Cincinnati

The NKU meeting was a busy meeting with three 
scheduled meetings. Dr. Giri's first meeting started 
at Barbara and Keith who had visited India and taken 
photographs. Barbara and Keith have been 
committed to the cause of advocacy work for 
widows for a long time.
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The lecture on plight of Women in India  on 9th 
October, 2012 was impactful and there were several 
press releases appreciating Dr. Giri as the catalyst of 
the movement for widows in India and highlighted 
her endeavors. 
Dr. Giri also got the opportunity to meet Prof. Adele 
Dean and Prof. Karen Tapp, the two professors at 
NKU who were coming to India along with sixteen 
students. 

International day of older person's 
celebration

On the 10th of October, Dr. Giri participated in the 
International Day of Older Persons, where she 
presented a paper on the topic “Connecting the 
Dots: Our Past Our Future” under the theme 
“longevity Shapes the Future”. 
The objective of the meet was: 
• Identify where the social, economic and political 
conditions for older persons have improved since 
the promulgation of the Madrid Plan as well as 
where there are continuing areas of critical unmet 
needs;
• Recommend initiatives that in the light of 
concerns facing the world today can feasibly be 
undertaken through partnerships between 
governments and non- governmental organizations 
to meet these needs;
• Provide opportunities for the empowerment of 

Dr. Giri showed the piece covered by Oprah Winfrey 
during her visit to India in Oprah's next Chapter and 
also spoke about the status of widows in India. 

older persons by developing roles of their 
participation in addressing their needs
• Create greater awareness among policymakers, 
the private sector and the media of the reality of an 
ageing world and its needs.
Ms. Mary Fox, Chair, International Day of Older 
Persons 2012 Planning Committee, Ngo Committee 
on Ageing, New York received Dr. Giri. 
Dr. Giri galvanized the idea of productive ageing and 
her speech was highly applauded. She said that Love 
and Compassion are the two main pillars which an 
elderly person requires in order to have a productive 
life. It's a unique ingredient which needs to be 
incorporated in the policies related to older 
persons. Everybody agreed that it is a unique idea as 
there is no policy which takes into account the 
emotional aspirations of the elderly persons.

Meeting at the Baha'i offices

Dr. Giri attended a meeting at the Baha'i Offices. Ms. 
Ranjit Jayanti representative of Guild in US 
accompanied her.

Dr. Giri with Dr. Soon Young Yoon (Chair, NGO 
Committee on Status of Women) at the Baha'i 
Offices.

Bani Dugal who is the Principal Representative of the 
Baha'i International Community in New York had 
organized a lunch in honour of Dr. Mohini Giri, Chair 
of Guild of Service of Delhi, India who was in New 
York.  The purpose of the meeting was to have Dr. 
Giri speak to and get acquainted with the Chair of 
the NGO Committee on the Status of Women, Dr. 
Soon-Young Yoon.  This Committee is very active in 
New York and also very influential.  Dr. Yoon spoke 
about the Regional NGO Committees which have 
been set up in South Asia and Africa in collaboration 
with CONGO. 
Dr. Yoon mentioned that they would like to propose 
Dr. Giri's name to be on the Advisory Board for the 
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Hunger Project- Fall Event

The Hunger Project's Annual Fall Event and Global 
Board of Directors Meeting were highlighted with 
'the New Landscape for Ending Hunger and Poverty'. 
This year the Global Board Meeting was also more 
interesting and special as Dr. Syeda Hameed a 
member has now become a board member of the 
Hunger Project Board of Directors.

International Conference on 
Enriching the Journey towards 
Empowerment of Widows, 
Kathmandu, Nepal

The three-day International Conference on 
“Enriching the Journey towards Empowerment of 
Widows”, held in Kathmandu, Nepal from 4-6 
February, 2013, was organized by Women for Human 
Rights, Single Women Group (WHR) together with 
SANWED (South Asian Network for Widows' 
Empowerment in Development) with financial and 
technical assistance from UNDEF and other strategic 
partner organizations. The conference attended by 
representatives from several countries was a great 
success. Ms. Reshma Arif, Member of Guild 
represented Guild.   
The main purpose of the conference was to 
highlight the plight of widows all over the world and 
to recommend strategy to lift the widows from the 
abyss of neglect and poverty and provide them a life 
of dignity   based on equality and justice. It was felt 
and discussed in the conference that while widows 
globally suffer from socio-religious and cultural 
discriminations and multiple prejudices , it is 
widows of the South-Asian countries who bear the 
brunt of innumerable societal injustices and are 
victims of isolation, abject poverty, neglect by both 

South Asia Regional Committee.

Meeting at Long Island

Dr. Giri went to Long Island to address the Indian 
Community of Women's wing of Brahmin Samaj being 
organized by Mrs. Ruta Dave of Syosset, Long Island. 
She had organized a show of the White Rainbow film 
followed by a discussion, to a group of Indians from 
Queens and Long Island. Dr. Giri was accompanied 
by, Ranjit  Jayanti,  the Gui ld of Service 
representative in New York.  

their families and society, ill-health, deprivations of 
all  kinds and social ostracism.     It was realized in 
the conference that widow –related gender-based 
violence has not been adequately researched .The 
hardships suffered by both old and young widows 
due to different forms of violence, harmful 
traditional practices such as imposed life-long 
mourning by widows, forced dress-code and forced 
behavioral code of conduct on them by relatives and 
society are hardly discussed or reported, brought to 
light and least of all researched.     
 The highlight of the conference was that in the 
meeting of member-countries of SANWED called 
by Ms. Lily Thapa, Mrs. Mohini Giri   president of 
Guild of Service and founder member of SANWED, 
India, was elected President and Ms. Lily Thapa 
founder of WHR, Nepal was elected Secretary of 
SAARC chapter of SANWED   on 5th February 
2013.

57th Session of CSW, New York

Dr. Giri was nominated by the UN Women to 
represent the Guild for Service. Dr. Deepali 
Bhanot, Joint Secretary of Guild of Service, 
accompanied Dr. Giri for the meeting. 

Dr. Giri was invited by nine different panels namely: 
• All India Women's Conference on Elimination of 
violence against women and girls, 
• SANWED on A neglected Gender Based Violence 
Issue, 
• Baha'i 's on Plight to Prosperity: a better future for 
widows, 
• Montage Initiative on Guiding Women to their 
strength as Leaders, Leading Men to Strength 
without armor, 
• UN Women on Building Safe Cities- ending 
violence against women and girls, 
• Montage Initiative and Fairfield University on 
screening of White Rainbow and Lecture on Angst 
Within:- The tales of violence and discrimination, 
• UN Women, Government of Sweden and WHO on 
Men's voices: new evidence on men's use of violence 
against women and girls and its uses for enhanced 
prevention, 
• FORWARD Germany on Harmful Traditional 
Practices:  Violence against Women & girls, Laws vs 
Practices: Rhetoric vs Reality and by NGO 
Committee on Ageing invited for panel on Older 
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Women and Elder Abuse at the Fordham University.

The main objective of the session was to incorporate 
Widowhood as  an  emerg ing  i s sue.  Many 
recommendations were made during the session to 
be taken up by the UN and the governments. Various 
practices of violence against women, girls, 
discrimination, etc were also discussed.  

Dr. Mohini Giri spoke about the situation in India 
said that the two main issues that stand in the way of 
Widows' empowerment are Patriarchy and Poverty. 
She said that it is of utmost importance to change 
the mindset of people. She said that public opinion 
needs to be changed whether it is done by an 
individual or in a collective voice. She spoke in 
detail about the work of the Guild towards 
empowering the widows and said that the Widows' 
rights are human rights. A widow needs justice and 
with so many groups working in this area, she is no 
longer a lone sufferer.

Dr. Giri explained what Human Rights Defenders are, 
how are they made at the grassroot level, what are 
their role and responsibilities and benefits of having 
HRD's at grassroot level  and how UN Women 
initiated the idea of having HRD's at the grassroot 
level. Through the help of UN the Guild is able to 
getting access to various services to the widows. 

Some worthwhile recommendations made during 
the 57th Session of CSW are as followed:-

1. That like SANWED there could be a network of 
single women and widows in the Middle East and Asia 
Pacific as this has proved to be a successful model.

2. It is worth holding an international conference so 
that the situation of widows worldwide could be 
analyzed and could have a platform for action.

3. In the next CSW widowhood could be an emerging 
issue, which will have a focus on a large number of 
women.

4. In all the meetings held on widowhood, at the 
Kathmandu Conference, the resolution that was 
drafted on widowhood, the whole resolution was 
recreated. 

5. Commission a United Nations report on 
widowhood.

6. Appoint a United Nations Special Representative 

on widowhood.
7. Urge state parties to fund the collection and 
disaggregation of data/ detailed profile of widows of 
all ages and their dependents, based on marital 
status and family structure, including data to 
c o m b a t  m a r g i n a l i z a t i o n  a n d  m u l t i p l e 
marginalizations.

8. Recommend that the CEDAW consider monitoring 
the status of widows of all ages, on the country 
level.

9. Adapting a “General Recommendation” on the 
protection of the Rights of the Widows.

10.  Mainstream widowhood issues into UN action to 
achieve the MDG's and the objectives of the Beijing 
Platform for Action, United Nations Security Council 
Resolution 1325 and 1820 and its subsequent 
resolutions, including all international and regional 
policy meetings.

11.  Include 'widows' as a specific category in 
National Action Plan for implementing SCR 1325 and 
for 1820 in the re-construction and nation building 
process.

12.  Urge states parties to adapt legal measures to 
protect widows from violence and trafficking.

13.  Urge state parties to promote gender equality, 
socio economic empowerment and eliminate 
discrimination of all kinds including stereo-type 
attitude towards widows. 

Guild Projects
Amar Bari, Ma Dham, Vrindavan

Ma Dham is a multi-faceted institution established 
for women's empowerment run by the Guild for 
Service. It is a shelter home for widows who have 
been abandoned by their families.  This is an action-
oriented initiative of Guild that aims at providing 
better quality of life to the widows in order to live 
with respect and dignity.

There are various facilities provided to the residents 
of Ma Dham that include:
• Medical care
• Economic independence
• Vocational Training Programme for Women's  
Empowerment
• Legal Awareness Programmes

The following are the activities that took place in Ma 
Dham (2012-13)

Ma Dham has become a hub of many activities. 
Periodically local leaders, religious leaders and 
important speakers are invited to speak to the Ma's 
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and the local rural women on a wide range of topics. 
A number of programmes and workshops are held at 
Ma Dham throughout the year. 

The Ma's living in Ma Dham are very happy because 
now they have a secure and a dignified life.  They 
are able to interact with the children, youth and 
women from the villages adopted by the Guild for 
Service.  A number of girls come to Ma Dham to 
attend classes in various vocational training 
programmes being run here. 

Vocational training programmes for women's 
empowerment

The Sanitary Napkin making project has been very 
successful. The women involved in this project make 
sanitary napkins with the old clothes donated to the 
Guild and sell them at a low cost in the neighbouring 
villages. The Dona making unit also has been very 
active in making donas out of paper and silver foil 
and selling them locally. The Sannidhi Vocational 
Training Centre has been training the girls in various 
courses like tailoring, beautician's course, English 
speaking course, Nurses Aid training, Health and 
Hygiene classes and in Computer classes.

At present, Ma Dham has 4 cows and 4 calves. One of 
the facilities available for the ma's of Ma Dham to 
have fresh milk for healthy living.

This year a legal literacy programme was organized 
to make the young girls and women aware of their 
rights and responsibilities. 

to make the young girls and women aware of their 
rights and responsibilities. 

A visit was organized for Sheree Stomberg from 
Hunger Project by Guild. The objective of her visit 
was to have an understanding of various activities 
carried out at Ma Dham towards mainstreaming and 
empowerment widows.

She visited all the activities- Computer classes, 
cutting & tailoring , sanitary towel making etc and 
congratulated Dr Giri for the action oriented 
initiative undertaken in Vrindavan towards restoring 
respect and dignity of the widows thereby adding 
colors of joy and happiness to their lives.
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A havan was organized on the occasion of Dussehra, 
all the Ma's enthusiastically participated in it. They 
enchanted the Gayatri Mantra for 101 times. Dr. Giri 
welcomed the Local Governing Body of Ma-Dham by 
wishing them Dussehra. The local governing body 
consists of Mr. Udayan Sharma, Mr. Deepak Goel, 
Mrs. Meena Bhagchandka, Mr. Srivats Goswami. They 
were also accompanied by Mrs. Udyan Sharma, Mr. 
Gautam Goel son of Mr. Deepak Goel and Mrs. Meera 
Mehra.

Since the inception of Amar Bari, Ma-Dham, we have 
made sure that every year on the occasion of Holi 
the widows do not feel left out. We try to fill as many 
colors as possible in their lives. At Ma-Dham they do 
not feel bounded by the culture and custom of the 
society, they lead their life in the manner they want 
to.

“Empowerment of Widows and 
Their Coalitions” Supported by 
UN Women

Under project 'Empowerment of widows and their 
Coalitions' supported by UN Women, Guild has 
adopted five villages in Vrindavan –Sunrakh, 
Chattikara, Ramtal, Gopalgad and Narainpur. The 
main focus of the project is to empower widows 
through:
• The mobilization of most deprived widows
• Creating awareness on different Governmental 
Schemes
• Creating awareness on rights, entitlement and 
dignity
• Awareness on importance and significance of 
working as one group.

Guild has appointed 5 Human Rights Defenders, one 
HRD from each village is appointed under the 
project. The role of HRD's is to spread awareness 
amongst widows in their respective villages on their 
rights, entitlement such as Widows pension and 
other governmental schemes available for their 
welfare. HRDs sensitize widows on an urgent need of 
changing the attitude of traditional society to 
women, who through no fault of theirs, become 
widows and are ostracized by society.

On 5th December, 2012 an Awareness Generation 
Meeting was held at Ma-Dham which involved the 
multi-stake holders to address the issue of widows' 
plight and asses the access to service delivery to 
most deprived women.

Human Rights Defenders

Our heartfelt thanks to:
• Ms. Shakun Goyal and Ms. Hina Goyal, Food for 
Hungry Foundation for their generous donations of  
ration. 
• Mr. Colin Gonsalves, for his generous legal 
support.
• HelpAge India for always providing help and 
assistance when required and for medicine supply at 
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Ma-Dham.
• Chatikara Nizzad Hospital for eye camps.
• Delhi PHP chamber of Commerce for holding 
health camps.
• Women's Rehabilitation Group for their continuous 
support to the Nurses Aid Training Programs and 
Sannidhi Institute of Training.
• American Embassy for supporting the Sanitary 
Project
• UN Women
• Department of Women and Child Development for 
Swadhar Scheme at Ma-Dham
• Central Social Welfare Board and State Social 
Welfare Boards of Delhi, Rajasthan and U.P for 
supporting the Family Counseling Centers
• Ministry of Rural Development
• War Widows Association for their ongoing support
• All our generous donors.
• All staff and employees

R a a h a t  G h a r,  K a s h m i r 
Intervention
A Shelter Home for conflict 
affected women and children

A unique initiative of Guild where conflict affected 
women and children find their safe shelter while 
trying to build their lives all over again. Since past 
many years these women and children have grown 
up with us. Guild gives emotional and social security 
to the most deprived women and children in the 
valley.

Raahat Ghar is an epitome of sharing and learning 
where as one group women and children participate 
in various activities towards improvising on their 
skills and expertise. The widows and women are 
provided with skills like weaving, embroidery, 
sanitary towel making, paper bag making etc.

This has been possible under the guidance of 

Chairperson Dr. V. Mohini Giri and dedicated hard 
work of Dr. Girija Dhar and Ms. Jaya Iyer who with 
her commitment has been able to sustain the action 
oriented project of Guild.

On 12th May, 2012 - the first day of Raahat Ghar 
Annual Day celebrations, Dr. Mohini Giri, Founder & 
Managing Trustee, Guild for Service welcomed the 
Chief and Honored Guests Hon'ble Ms. Usha Vohra, 
Dr. Syeda Saiyidian Hameed, Member, Planning 
Commission of India, Ms. Anne Stenhammer, 
Representative and Regional Programme Director, 
UN Women South Asia Sub Regional Office, Ms. 
Sushma Kapoor, Deputy Regional Programme 
Director, UN Women, Mr. Mehra who graced the 
occasion with their presence. In her welcome 
address Dr. Giri dwelt on the activities of the Guild 
for Service. 

Dr. Girija Dhar, Chairperson, Raahat Ghar, Srinagar 
presented a brief history of the evolution and 
activities of the Raahat Ghar which is a unique home 
where women and children affected in conflict find 
their common and safe shelter while trying to 
rebuild their lives. Subsequently, the special 
children of Raahat Ghar enthralled the audience 
with their performances on “Twinkle Twinkle Little 
Star” and “Lakdi Ki Kaati”, songs and other items.  
The Medical College Auditorium showcased 
different items by these children from far flung 
areas of Kashmir like Kupwara and Tangdhar.

The Annual Day was followed by Faiz Coming Alive in 
Srinagar, Legal Literacy Programme and a Book 
Launch of “Beautiful Country”, written by Dr. Syeda 
Hameed. 

A visit was made to Raahat Ghar from 15th – 19th 
March 2013 by the students of Shining Network, 
Kamla Nehru College, Delhi University. The aim was 
to have an interactive session with the women and 
children affected due to war and violence and have 
an understanding of their ideas on peace building 
and conflict resolution and also to sensitize the 
students on issues related to widowhood and orphan 
children who have lost their parents due to 
militancy and conflict.

It was indeed a warm, learning and sharing 
experience for the students to have an interaction 
with children and women from different religious 
and cultural background.

The Students of the team of Shining Network had 
organized few activities, cultural program, 
interactions and capturing the faces and recording 
the dialogues. This helped them to have an ice 
breaking session with them and created a 
comfortable space for interactions.
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Gender Resource Centre, 
Najafgarh

Department of Social Welfare, Delhi had taken an 
initiative to open a GENDER RESOURCE CENTRE 
(STREE SHAKTI SUVIDHA KENDRA) in collaboration 
with GUILD, for the women belonging to SC/ST/OBC 
and all vulnerable community, those who are in need 
of proper guidance, training and information of 
many kinds.  

The Gender Resource Centre 
concentrates on women focused 
activities under the following 
heads:

Help Desk or Information cum facilitation centre:-
There is a help desk cum information centre for the 
easy access of information and for helping women in 
need. A total _4052_ inmates have visited the 
center over the year and availed the service.

Health Activity:-
The Primary focus of this component is to sensitize 
women towards their health needs and to promote 
health seeking behavior in them by holding regular 
medical/health camps in the all over catchment of 
the GRC. A total 921 beneficiary attended the health 
camps over the year.

Health camps:-
There is one health camp in every two month in 
catchment areas of GRC.  

Health OPD/clinic:-
Lady Gynecologist comes fortnightly (twice in a 
month) for the benefit of the community for two to 
three hours.  Ailing women and children are 
provided checkup as well as medicines and sanitary 
pads free of cost, Free Family Planning counseling 
and free distribution of contraceptives is also done 
by the doctor to eligible couples and other 
beneficiaries.  Issues of reproductive and maternal 
health, adolescent health and concerns of women of 
different ages are addressed in the clinic.  A 
pharmacist also comes for proper distribution of 
medicines to this at the clinics.

Nutrition camps:-
In any woman – centric programmed Nutrition 
cannot be ignored, because a large number of 
women suffer from a number of nutritional 
deficiencies.  The target is women of the community 
with focus on pregnant women, lactating mothers, 
adolescent girls and elderly women to get to them 
the benefits of better nutrition, 354 beneficiaries 

Legal Awareness                                         
Legal awareness and legal aid forms an important 
component of  the gender empowerment 
intervention programmed under GRC-SK.                                                
Awareness generation and outreach for legal 
services provided through the GRC-SK is attached 
with DLSA (Delhi Legal Service Authority), DLSA 
lawyer also provide for awareness and also in case of 
filing a court case of any beneficiary.  It is the 
responsibility of the GRC-SK to make a proper follow 
up of this type of beneficiary. The main aim of this 
activity is to create awareness among the 
beneficiaries and provide them free legal aid.

 have been covered over the year

GRC HEALTH ACTIVITIES REPORT

S. NO
NAME OF 
ACTIVITY

TOTAL 
NUMBER

TOTAL 
BENEFICIRIES

1
HEALTH 
CAMPS 

5 921

2
HEALTH 

OPD/CLINICS
24   1865

3
NUTRITION 

CAMPS
11 399

S. NO
NAME OF 
ACTIVITY

TOTAL 
NUMBER

TOTAL 
BENEFICIRIES

1 INDIVIDUAL 34 34

2
GROUP 

COUNSELIN
30   899

Community mobilizer report:
C o m m u n i t y  M o b i l i z a t i o n  /  c o m m u n i t y 
meeting/awareness session    /camp, etc. at all the 
GRC catchment or covered areas are organized on 
regular basis. This year- April 2012- 2013 report is as 
under:

To t a l  C o m m u n i t y  M e e t i n g -     9 2                                 
Total Participants- 2369

Self help group report (shg):
        
Total Group meeting:- 32
Total Participants:- 605
Total SHGs Group- 6
 No. of Bank Linkage Group- 2

“Awaz Uthao”
Department of Women and Child Development, 
Govt. Of NCT Of Delhi has been assigned the 
implementing part of the project “AWAAZ UTHAOO” 
to Samajik Suvidha Sangam . 
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Following activities are to be under taken under “ 
Awaaz Uthao Project”.
1. Conducting community meeting and other 
regular meetings with stakeholders etc.
2. Formation of Women's Collective and Stake 
Holders Committee in the catchment area of each 
involved SSSK.
3. Awareness rising through different mediums like 
posters, play ( Nukkad Nataks.)
4. Facilitating the process of safety audit and 
organizing safety walks in catchment area.
5. Lessoning building with other stake holders
6. Coordination With Consultants and Supervisor in 
forming the stake holders Committee
7. Capacity building of the groups
8. Documentations of all processes and activities 
and its regular reporting.
9. Organizing public events and follow up
10.Training of both male and female representatives 
to monitor the community for case of violence.

Mahila Panchayat, Najafgarh

Guild of Service has given a lot of support to the 
Mahila Panchayat at Shyam Vihar and Qutub Vihar, 
Najafgarh which were supported by Delhi 
Commission of Women. Cases registered were 68 in 
the year of 2012, out of which 61 cases have been 
solved, 7 are pending. Every Wednesday there is a 
staff meeting and members of the Mahila Panchayat 
discuss the law and community link with the women 
to solve the cases. 77 meetings with the members 
have been held. 

Every Saturday in nearby areas Women's Mohalla 
Meetings are held. During the recent times, 65 
meetings were held, which were divided into 2 
groups of the different community and gave 
information regarding the NGO and about the Mahila 
Panchayat Projects. Young males were given 
education and motivation to change the mindset to 
respect the women.

During the month of May and August, Legal Literacy 
awareness programmes were held at the community 
center, there were around 250 participants who 
attended the meeting. It is a programme which was 
held in order to spread the rights of women at the 
community level.

Family Counseling Centre

New Delhi
Families can be a source of support, encouragement 
and love but sometimes relationships within 
families are put under strain and family members 
feel isolated and overlooked. Family counseling can 
help when siblings aren't getting along, when 
parents are going through divorce or separation. The 
Family Counseling Center, Delhi has been actively 
assisting women, men and adolescents in concerns 
relating to the problem and feuds in the family.

The past year, the FCC team comprising of Ms. 
Kalpana Bhongale, Senior Counselor, Ms. Garima 
Joshi, Counselor, Ms. Sharla James , Counselor, 
Geetanjali  Malviya, Advocate, saw a total of 120  
reported cases, with 117 having being successfully 
worked. Clients are always encouraged to come for 
follow-up sessions even after the official closing of 
closing sessions. 

Help has been provided addressing the individuals 
and families inter-personal functioning, with focus 
on their emotional, social and occupational 
concerns. Free legal aid also continues to be 
provided at the FCC. The aim is not just to facilitate 
emotional and physical security and its ability in 
relations, but also to help women and men become 
vocationally trained and contributing members of 
the society. Cases requiring specialized intervention 
are referred to the appropriate authorities from the 
FCC and their progress is also tracked and recorded.  
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Department of Women and Child Development 
organized a meeting with the counselors to take 
feedback from them regarding the cases which are 
registered under the Domestic violence Act, i.e. 
what kind of impact the Act has on the society.

A workshop was organized by Department of Women 
and Child Development for five days from 16-20th 
July, 2012 at National Institute of Public 
Cooperation and Child Development. The main 
agenda of the workshop was to train the counselors 
to handle the cases for Domestic Violence.

A mela on Food and Agriculture was organized in 
Pragati Maidan. Delhi Social Welfare Board 
organized the mela from 27th to 29th July, 2012. 

The FCC has been instrumental in providing 
awareness and insight to women, men and 
adolescents on their legal rights related to issues of 
domestic violence, property, maintenance, sexual 
harassment, female feticide etc. 

Most of the cases are guided to reconcile and 
understand the importance of marriage and respect 
each other's decision.  Through counseling we try to 
make them realize the importance of understanding 
between each other and never to use abusive 
language in their arguments.

World Health Day was organized by the All India 
Medical Institute on 7th April, 2012 to mark the 
anniversary of World Health Organization, counselor 
attended the same. The theme of the programme 
was Ageing and Health. It was organized to 
encourage NGO's and private sector to provide cost 
effective and comprehensive geriatric care.

Mr. R.K Arora, APO of Delhi Social Welfare Board 
visited the Family Counseling Center, Delhi came for 
the inspection of the center. Chairperson, Delhi 
Social Welfare Boad, Smt. Sudarshan Patthak, paid a 
visit to the Family Counselling Center, she also gave 
her remarks

Guild also participated in it and displayed its 
products. 

The launch of Convergence Projects of National 
Mission for Empowerment of Woman was organized 
by Ministry of Woman and Child Development on 
18th august at The Plenary Hall, Vigyan Bhawan, 
Maulana Azad Road. Projects like Mission Poorn 
Shakti were discussed where women are coming 
forward to get the benefit and they are trying to 
solve the holistic problems of women. Panchayat Raj 
is also working with the WCD. 

Vatsalya Mela was organized by the DSWB and CSWB 
for the Empowerment of Women at Delhi Haat in 
November, 2013. The Guild of Service had also 
participated and showcased the products made by 
the Widows, Women and Girls of its Vrindavan, 
Srinagar, Najafgarh etc, centres.

Mathura
There were 109 cases, out of which 102 cases were 
closed and 9 are still pending. Many cases are of 
domestic violence, dowry, short stay at home, etc. 
Field visits are also done from time to time so that 
the family counseling center has more reach in the 
society. 

International Women's Day was celebrated, where 
women's rights, female infanticide and importance 
of health were explained to the participants. 
Uneducated women were motivated and were told 
about the importance of the girl's education.

HIV/AIDS awareness programme was organized, 
along with that, information about violence against 
women was also provided.

Sawai Madhopur, Rajasthan
The family counseling centre at Sawai Madhopur has 
been working since past many years and providing 
counseling, emotional support, psychological 
support and legal education to the inmates in the 
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Shubham: Working Women 
Hostel

Hostel is managed by Guild for Service, working 
towards the betterment of women. Amicable and 
very safe place is provided to the women who are 
working and are from outstations. These women 
have dared to come out of their inhabitance and 
struggle to work in foreign areas, for their 

area. It has served as a catalyst in the region and 
encouraged people in rural area to discuss their 
issues with the counselors and seek help. 

Due to lack of education, rural areas of Madhopur 
are very backward. In villages girls are not given 
education most of women are uneducated and 
victim of domestic violence and not given equal 
rights. 

Family counsel centre of Madhopur received 110 
cases of domestic violence, alcoholism, mental 
harassment, over indulgence of in-laws from both 
the sides in life of couples, irresponsible husbands, 
misunderstandings out of which 85 cases have been 
closed. In the FCC of Madhopur counselors bring 
both the parties together and try to resolve their 
differences. In most of the cases counseling is very 
effective, thus after counseling many couples are 
living together again but in some cases both parties 
are no ready to compromise and wants to take 
divorce and stay separately. In such cases legal aid is 
provided to the wife to get the maintenance. 

In Sawai Madhopur, the resources for education and 
women uplifment are limited which leads to 
violence against women and mass illiteracy. 
Counselor's Mr. Dilip Kumar and Smt. Vidya Yadav 
have solved many such cases and provided legal aid 
to those who were determined to live separately.

They also attended regular meetings with head 
police officer of the region to discuss cases with him 
and seek his advice and support. Alcohol addicts are 
provided homeopathy treatment to get rid of this 
addiction and regular meetings with hospital head 
Mr. Suresh Sharma and Mr. Uttam Singh in this 
regarded are conducted.

Quarterly women meetings is called to discuss the 
cases with committee members, also every month a 
Mohalla meeting of women is called to make them 
aware of their rights. Other activities are beauty 
culture course; stitching and embroidery work so 
that they can be financially stable. Smt. Mamta Devi 
is appointed as a teacher who teaches them 
embroidery, stitching and beauty culture course.

independence and to achieve their goal. These 
facilities are not only provided to the working 
women but also to the students.

Safe, spacious and affordable place is offered to 
them. Rooms have proper power supply, rooms are 
offered on single and double room on sharing basis. 
24 hours security is also provided so the girls feel 
safe.

Regular meetings are conducted with the 
Committee Members and the hostel girls to address 
the grievances if any. The hostel Committee 
regularly inspects the rooms and the kitchen to 
ensure that the standard of cleanliness and hygiene 
are being maintained and the rules of the hostel are 
strictly followed.

C a p a c i t y  B u i l d i n g  o f 
Marginalized Children
Auxiliary Nurses Training Ma-
Dham and Najafgarh

The programme aims to provide a medium of 
instructions in basic health care so as to give women 
and widows basic knowledge of health care for 
themselves,  peer groups and immediate 
neighborhood. By giving them education and 
employment opportunities their self esteem is 
greatly enhanced and they live a life of dignity and 
respect. 

instructions in basic health care so as to give women 
and widows basic knowledge of health care for 
themselves,  peer groups and immediate 
neighborhood. By giving them education and 
employment opportunities their self esteem is 
greatly enhanced and they live a life of dignity and 
respect. 
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Sannidhi Vocational Training 
I n s t i t u t e ,  s u p p o r t e d  b y 
Women's Rehabilitation Group, 
New Jersey

The Guild for Service holds the vision of 
Empowerment of children of all ages, especially the 
girl child, those who belong to the most vulnerable 
sections of our society. It is the increasing disparity 
between the haves and have not's that inspired the 
Guild to provide an institute for these marginalized 
children who are weak, vulnerable, some are the 
children of single mothers who very minimal sources 
of survival. The Guild has been involved for nearly 
two decades in providing services to the 
underprivileged children all over the country.

In the city of widows, Vrindavan, a ray of hope is the 
vocational training center 'Sannidhi' run in 
partnership with Women's Rehabilitation Group, 
New Jersey and Guild for Service. Along with that 
there is another training center in Najafgarh in 
partnership with WRG. In the past one year the 
intake of the students has increased. At present the 
institutes have more than 300 students, as the reach 
of the institute has increased. Now students are also 
coming from villages like Ral, Bati, Deviattas, 
Bhartiya, etc, which are a little far from Ma-Dham.

Economic independence is the key to a dignified and 
respectful life for the youth all around the world.

The Guild runs a vocational training centre for the 
widows, women and children from the neighboring 

The course structure as follows:
• Wound care, 
• Body temperature, 
• Blood pressure, 
• Infusion and transfusions, 
• Injection, vaccination, 
• Blood sugar, 
• Diagnosis aids, 
• Managerial skills for nurses,
• Pre and post-operative nursing, 
• Administration of medicines, 
• Emergency care, 
• Suction and drainage, 
• Pregnancy delivery, etc. 

At present there is a batch of 26 students in Ma-
Dham and 50 students in Najafgarh. Some of our 
passed out students are either working with the 
private nursing homes as helpers or are with 
government hospitals as Asha's.

villages. English Languages Classes, Computer 
Training, Auxiliary Nursing Training, Stitching and 
Tailoring Classes, Beautician Courses etc. are 
conducted regularly free of cost for empowering the 
village women and children (both boys and girls). 

The women make sanitary napkins made from old 
clothes donated to the Guild. These napkins are sold 
at very low prices in the neighboring villages to 
promote health and hygiene for women and girls. 
The project is an effective tool for bringing social 
change through Community development. 
              
Computer Class
In today's world, Information Technology is a key 
component in the success of any region or country. 
Unfortunately, the high cost of education to acquire 
computer related skills in certain regions around the 
world prevents the poor and underprivileged 
children from availing these skills which are in 
demand.

Guild introduced computer training course, where 
computer education is imparted to about 60 
students in Ma-Dham.
The course includes both theoretical as well as 
practical training in order to enhance their 
understanding of the subject.
The main objective of the project is to provide 
computer training to the poor and underprivileged 
with focus on computer literacy. This would 
emphasize on creating opportunities for the 
children to develop technical /vocational skills that 
will enable them to be self-sufficient and secure 
more job opportunities.
The purpose of this program is to reduce the 
suffering of the poor and vulnerable children, build 
their capacity by providing computer vocational 
training and through simple activities so that they 
become productive.

The training aims to improve the quality of life of 
the poor and vulnerable children and provide an 
adequate education to these children to better 
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In order to supplement computer training course, 
Guild introduced English speaking classes to enable 
the candidates to have better understanding and 
interpretation. There are 60 students in Ma-Dham, 
the batch in Ma-Dham will end in the month of April, 
2013. 
The English speaking class was introduced as 
majority of professional and other places are using 
English as a medium of instruction. Due to 
modernization and globalization, the use of English 
language has increased at a rapid pace resulting in 
leaving rural areas in back lash due to the use of 
their regional language. The course aims at helping 
the candidates to communicate their thoughts and 
ideas in a better way with more confidence as an 
effective speaker.
Careers in business, government and Private 
positions, science and technology attract many 
students to continue to require fluency in English.
As a result of this Guild introduced the initiative of 
imparting English speaking class to the women and 
children from the surrounding villages of Vrindavan.

Beauty Culture 
Beauty culture is a course introduced for young girls 
and women who have more inclination towards 
creative and artistic activities.

future through computer vocational training.

English speaking Classes
In order to supplement computer training course, 
Guild introduced English speaking classes to enable 
the candidates to have better understanding and 
interpretation. There are 60 students in Ma-Dham, 
the batch in Ma-Dham will end in the month of April, 
2013. 

The trade has 38 students in Ma-Dham, who have 
enrolled themselves to learn the skill and become 
economically independent for their sustainable 
development. Most of them plan to either open their 
own parlous or join as a trainee to enhance their 
knowledge. 

Syllabus of Beauty Culture:
• Individual Make-up 
• Care of Eves
• Care of Hair
• Hair Coloring 
• Hair Style
• Care of Skin
• Bleaching
• Make-Up
• Manicure
• Mahanadi
• Pedicure
• Waxing 

Cutting, tailoring & Embroidery
There are various products made by the students 
that help in providing monetary support to them and 
help them to become self reliant for their 
sustainable development. There are 27 students in 
Ma-Dham.  

Most of the candidates in the course are less 
educated and have very minimal access to the 
resources in order gain education. Acquiring training 
in vocational course help them gain self worth and 
provide them with a platform to support their 
families.

Our passed out students are working from their 
homes and are also helping their families financially.
Guild also had a privilege of having Ms. Kusum Ketkar 
from WRG with us on the 24th July, 2012, who visited 
the Sannidhi Vocational Training Institute in Ma-
Dham, Vrindavan. 

In the year two health camps were organized by 
Sannidhi, where all the children were examined.
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On 12th February, 2013, a campaign “One Billion 
Rising”, for violence against women was organized 
by Guild for Service at Ma Dham, Vrindavan, where 
thousands of widows and women and the children 
from the neighboring villages took the oath 
administered by Justice J.S. Verma and Dr. Mohini 
Giri.

In this last one year Guild has been approached by 
various women, who are either widowed or single 
mothers, with minimal sources of survival, for the 
education of their children with a day boarding 
facility. Guild is now planning to open a day-
boarding school by allocating three rooms in one 
wing and start a dormitory. But due to paucity of 
funds it is difficult, as facilities like games, food, 
medical facility, appointment of a warden and 
teachers, extracurricular activities must be 
provided. 

We will start working on this and create a small 
boarding school for the marginalised children. As we 
believe in the following:-

“Where the world has not been broken up into 
fragments by narrow domestic walls…..where 
knowledge is free…..into the heaven of 
freedom……let my country awake……”

Skill Development /Vocational 
Training, Najafgarh

Vocational Training and Skill Development is 
intrinsic to the GRC-SK activities for promoting 
better livelihood by imparting skills to women that 
could lead to gainful and sustainable employment. 
The main objectives of the skill development 
programs are:-

• Generate employment opportunities.
• Impart demand driven short-term training in 

consultation with industry.
• Establish linkages with industry for placement.
• To build self-reliance & commitment for training, 
ensuring the continuity of services and efficiency in 
the use of local resources.
• Provide backward and forward linkages for skills 
and market avenues.
• Establish linkages with banks, financial 
institutions and agencies offering schemes for self- 
employment through loans, subsidies, grants, etc., 
available under both States.

Vocational Training Covered under GRC/SSK

NURSING ATTENDANT 

GRC /SSK VOCATIONAL 
TRAINING

COMPUTER 
APPLICATION

CUTTING & TAILORING 

BEAUTY PARLOUR

Nursing Attendant

A total number of 147 students were enrolled and 39 
examined in the previous year out of which more 
than 45% are employed and are enjoying economic 
independence.

Computer Application Training
Computer training attracts the highest enrollment 
in the all the courses 148 inmates and 33 examined 
and most of them are happily employed.

Cutting & tailoring
61 students were registered in cutting and tailoring 
course over the year in various batches.

Beauty Culture
120 inmates joined beauty culture course and most 
of them were happily employed in beauty parlors.  
We are delighted to say that many women and young 
girls have started their own parlous and are earning 
handsomely. Another beauty culture course in 
collaboration with War widows Associations is being 
run by us at Najafgarh.

Non-formal education

REMEDIAL
ADULT 

EDUCATION

NON - FORMAL EDUCATION 

N.F.E
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It has been extended to various J.J. colonies and we 
have been successful in mainstreaming the children 
of these colonies by conducting motivation sessions 
with them and providing them all education 
facilities at lice a life of respect and dignity.

Foundation for  Academic 
Excellence and Access, Delhi

We are privileged this year to be a part sponsor from 
FAEA towards creating capacity for underprivileged 
children and women. Our target was young 
adolescent girls who were drop outs from the 
schools. They were given skills from Mehndi to 
Rangoli making to cooking and of course as 
previously said Nurses training. We are grateful to 
Foundation for Academic Excellence and Access for 
their support in our endeavors.

S. NO NAME OF ACTIVITY TOTAL STUDENTS

1 N.F.E 40

2 REMEDIAL 35

3
ADULT 

EDUCATION
31

TOTAL 106

1 ADULAT EXAM 45

Board of Trustees Meetings

Annual General Body Meeting was conducted on 
25th August, 2012, where the following members 
attended the meeting:
Dr. V. Mohini Giri, Ms. D.J. Khambatta, Ms. Aruna 
Dalmia, Ms. Sudha Mathur, Dr. Jyotsna Chatterjee, 
Ms. Vasantha Raman, Dr. Padma Seth, Ms. Rohini 
Khullar, Mr. Anoop K. Jairath, Mr. Darshan Lal, Ms. 
Kumud Kholi, Ms. Chitra Gupta, Ms. Snigdha Narain, 
Ms. Kusum Kapur, Ms. Sneh Thadani, Dr. Kumud 
Diwan, Mr. Ramveer Singh, Ms. Kalpana Bhongale 
and Ms. Garima Joshi.

Total 5 Trustee Meetings held during the year.

Messages from Well Wishers
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Media Publications
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Interns 2012 – 2013
S. NO Name of the Intern Country

1 Ms. Abhya Sareen India

2 Ms. Neha Kaushal India

3 Ms. Divya Bagga India

4 Ms. Neetu Rana USA

5 Ms. Deepshikha Sohal India

Donors 2012 – 2013
Date Name R. No. Cash/Ch Amount FCRA PAN No.

2.4.12 Ms Snigdha Narayan 2402  2000   

3.4.12 Fitjee Ltd 2406 965716 500000   

3.4.12
War Widows 
Association

2409 985509 2050
  

3.4.12
War Widows 
Association

2410 985508 10000
  

4.4.12 Mrs Diana Khambatta 2412 296175 15000   

4.4.12 Inner Wheel Club 1413 117418 3000   

4.4.12
Indian Compressors 

Ltd
2415 12575 21000

  

4.4.12 Mrs Prema paul 2416  1000   

5.4.12 Ms Kusum Vijeshwar 2418  5100   

5.4.12 Ms Sashi Agarwal 2419  25000   

5.4.12 Ms Anuradha Venkat 2420  1001   

5.4.12 Ms Kalpakam Yechury 2421  1001   

5.4.12 Ms Padma Seth 2422 56000 2000   

5.4.12 Ms Sushma Seth 2423 54723 5001   

5.4.12 Ms Pratibha Sharma 2424  1000   

5.4.12 Ms Rohini Khuller 2425 000110 2500   

5.4.12 Mrs Naz Mahmood 2426  2505   

5.4.12 Mrs Shakun Goyal 2427  22000   

7.4.12 Mrs Upender kaur 2435  3000   
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9.4.12 Mrs Sudha Mathur 2438 266460 1001   

9.4.12 Mrs Verma 2445  1100   

16.4.12 Mr. Rakesh R Modi 2472  4055   

16.4.12 FAEA 2473 016934 1456   

16.4.12 Mrs V. Mohini Giri 2475 980313 10000  AEIPG1985Q

20.4.12 Donation Box 2479  2408   

20.4.12 Mrs Vasantha Raman 2480  2000   

25.4.12 Mr. Idrees 2483  6000   

25.4.12 Mrs Mamta 2484  6000   

25.4.12 Ms Ulfat 2485  5000   

25.4.12 Ms Jaya 2486  7000   

25.4.12 Mr. Khan 2487  6000   

25.4.12 Mr. Parvez 2488  7000   

26.4.12 Mrs Angoori 2489  5000   

26.4.12 Mrs Sabhatai Devi 2490  7000   

26.4.12 Mrs Anita Singh 2491  12000   

26.4.12 Mr. Tarik Ahmad 2492  10000   

26.4.12 Mr. Girdhari 2493  6000   

26.4.12 Mr. Pankaj 2494  10000   

26.4.12 Mrs Sushila 2495  8000   

30.4.12 Ms Frenny Billimoria 2497 021044 2000   

1.5.12 Donation Box 2498  868   

2.5.12
War Widows 
Association

2499 985525 2050
  

2.5.12
War Widows 
Association

2500 985524 10000
  

2.5.12
H.L Kapoor Financial 

Cons. Pvt. Ltd. 
2502 159262 50000

  

4.5.12 Stall project 2504  2210   

4.5.12 FAEA 2506 016950 40000   

4.5.12 FAEA 2507 016951 1600   

7.5.12
Justice Sunanda 

Bhandare Foundation
2512

 
4000

  

7.5.12 Indian Compressors Ltd 2513 007046 60000
  

9.5.12
War Widows 
Association

2522 985532 31000
  

9.5.12 Mrs  Deepali Bhanot 2523  800   

15.5.12 Shri Ganga Foundation 2549 665805 300   
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16.5.12 Donation Box 2550  815   

16.5.12 Stall project 2551  600   

17.5.12 Mrs Snigdha Narain 2552 308587 3000   

17.5.12
Mr. Ramesh 

Bhagchandika
2554

 
30000

  

17.5.12 Mr. Niranjan Bhongale 2555  16000   

17.5.12 Mr. Zahir 2556  8000   

17.5.12 Ms Sushma 2557  10000   

17.5.12 Mr. Pintoo 2558  10000   

17.5.12 MS Rukahana 2559  6000   

17.5.12 Mr. Hanif 2560  11000   

17.5.12 Ms Feroze 2561  5000   

17.5.12 Ms Shakeena 2562  11000   

17.5.12 Mr. Masood 2563  5000   

17.5.12 Mr. Ashraf 2564  5000   

17.5.12 Mr. Faroukh 2565  5000   

17.5.12 Ms Samiya 2566  5000   

17.5.12 Mr. Arif 2567  3000   

19.5.12 Stall project 2569  850   

28.5.12 Stall project 2572  2950   

5.6.12
Mrs Amrit Dhingra Mr. 

Harman Dhingra
2580

 
18000

  

5.6.12
War Widows 
Association

2582 985487 10000
  

5.6.12
War Widows 
Association

2583 985486 2050
  

11.6.12
Mr. Dhirendra & 
Twinkle Sharma

2598 941000253
 

$200 
 

13.6.12 Donation Box 2601  1952   

14.6.12 FAEA 2604 016996 40000   

14.6.12 FAEA 2605 016997 1600   

21.6.12 Ms Monica Sood 2619  400   

26.6.12
Mrs Pushpa Bhargva 

M/s Jumbo 
International

2623 252660 100000

  

27.6.12 Mr. Suraj 2624
 

3860
  

27.6.12 Mrs Sushila Agarwal 2625  21000   

27.6.12 Mrs Tirpathi 2626  11000   

27.6.12 Mrs Kumar 2627  5500   
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27.6.12 Mr. Satya Narayan 2628  21000   

27.6.12 Donation Box 2629  15750   

27.6.12 Mrs Ahmad 2630  15000   

27.6.12 Mrs Bhagchandika 2631  10750   

30.6.12 Shree Solveig Stomberg 2633   $1,000  

30.6.12
M/s Jumbo 

International
2634 934878 10000

 Advertisemen
t

2.7.12
War Widows 
Association

2636 933754 10000
  

2.7.12
War Widows 
Association

2637 933753 2050
  

3.7.12 Mrs Reshma Arif 2640
 

4000
Individual 

membership

4.7.12 FAEA 2643 017023 40000   

4.7.12 FAEA 2644 017024 1600   

4.7.12 Donation Box 2645
 

1668
  

6.7.12
Inner Wheel Club of 

Delhi Midtown
2652 262251 125000

  

8.7.12
War Widows 
Association

2658 933757 25000
  

8.7.12 Mrs Santosh Kochhar 2659
 

11000
  

8.7.12 Mr. N.P. Bhargva 2660  7500   

8.7.12 Mr. N.P. Bhargva 2661  3000   

9.7.12 Sannidhi Institute 2662  2250   

9.7.12 FAEA 2667 17048 10000   

13.7.12 Mr. B.D.P. Rao 2677 882624 5000   

20.7.12
Ms Saroj S Engineer 

C/o Grand hotel
2680 000043 21000

  

21.7.12 Shri Ganga Foundation 2683 665828 300   

23.7.12 Mrs Sahib Singh Verma 2688  1001   

23.7.12
Delhi Midtown Rotary 

Club Service 
Foundation

2689 000193 100000

  

24.7.12
Women's Rehabilitation 

Group
2691 000351

 
$10,000 

 

26.7.12 Ms Valere 2694
 

29000
  

2.8.12
War Widows 
Association

2704 900395 10000
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2.8.12 War Widows Association 2705 900394 2050   

3.8.12 Ms Indu Gupta 2706  5000   

6.8.12 Donation Box 2709  5422   

6.8.12 FAEA 2710 017091 40000   

6.8.12 FAEA 2711 017092 1600   

7.8.12 FAEA 2714 017097 11000   

9.8.12
Ms Muthukumar 

Passupathy
2726 098813 1500

  

13.8.12 Indian Compressors LTd 2740 007047 50000   

14.8.12 Laxman Foundation 2742 718101 50000   

18.8.12 Donation Box 2747  841   

25.8.12 Ms Sheel Joly 2753 747657 2100   

25.8.12 Mrs Sudha Rani Mathur 2754 054718 1001   

25.8.12 Ms Snigdha Nariain 2755  5000   

25.8.12 Ms Padma Seth 2756 784521 2500   

25.8.12 Ms Meera Shiva 2757  2000   

25.8.12 Ms Jyotsna chatterjee 2758 143101 2000   

25.8.12 Ms Kanval Choudhary 2759  500   

25.8.12 Ms Monica Kumar 2760  500   

25.8.12 Mrs Krishna Mohanty 2761
 

500
  

25.8.12 Ms Sneha Thadani 2762
 

500
  

25.8.12 Stall project 2763
 

2270
  

29.8.12 Dalmia Manv Seva Trust 2765 069426 300000
  

1.9.12 Indian Compressors Ltd 2767 063093 50000
  

1.9.12 Indian Compressors Ltd 2768 063094 50000
  

1.9.12
War Widows  
Association

2769 900368 10000
  

1.9.12
War Widows  
Association

2770 900367 2050
  

3.9.12 Donation Box 2779  109   

4.9.12 FAEA 2786 025318 40000   

4.9.12 FAEA 2787 025319 1600   

5.9.12
Sri Swami Sivananda 
Culture Association

2789 007902 5100
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8.9.12 Dr Urmil Sharma 2795  1000   

12.9.12
Mr. Kapil Mitra, 2860, 

Himlton road n d
2808 720452 10.12

  

13.9.12 Dr Deepali Bhanot 2811  20000   

13.9.12 Dr Deepali Bhanot 2812  15000   

14.9.12 Mr. Kishore babu 2814
 

50
  

17.9.12 Donation Box 2818  1276   

20.9.12 Ms Jolie Woodlard 2823 063000047  $100  

21.9.12 Ms Chitra Gupta 2824  10000   

21.9.12 Ms Chitra Ji 2825  20000   

21.9.12 Ms Ranjit Jayanti 2826  20000   

21.9.12 Donation Box 2847  4065   

21.9.12 Ms Chitra Gupta 2829  10000   

29.9.12
War Widows 
Association

2842 900380 10000
  

29.9.12
War Widows 
Association

2843 900381 2050
  

1.10.12 Sudinalay Delhi 2864 122505 100000
  

4.10.12 FAEA 2879 029784 40000   

4.10.12 FAEA 2880 029785 1600   

5.10.12
Dalmia Manav Seva 

Trust
2882 069440 500000

  

6.10.12
Mr. Anoop Kumar 

Jairath
2883 829749 5000

  

9.10.12
Mrs Meena Khanna B-10 

Brijwasan N D
2891

 
1000

  

10.10.12
A B P Private Ltd( Bepsi 

Nariman)
2910 224885 100000

  

16.10.12
Women's Rehabilitation 

Group
2922 000358

 
$15,000 

 

17.10.12
Ashwin Pandya Parul A 

Pandya
2923 021000322

 
$51 

 

17.10.12
Munund G Mehta 
Padma M Mehta

2925 021000021
 

$101 
 

17.10.12
Stephen Doune Laura R 

Slap
2926 4806

 
$299 

 

17.10.12
Janak Dave Rute J 

Dave
2927 2091

 
$101 

 

22.10.12 Ms Laura R Slap 2930 804  $990  
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25.10.12 Mr. Deepak Goel 2931  11000   

25.10.12 V. Mohini Giri 2932 894287 20000  AEIPG1985Q

25.10.12
Mrs Meena 

Bhagchandika
2933

 
5063

  

26.10.12 Ms Savita Chakarborty 2934  20000   

29.10.12 Donation Box 2935  1562   

29.10.12 Donation Box 2936  2000   

29.10.12 Mr. Rajesh Bashin 2937  500   

30.10.12 Donation Box 2938  400   

1.11.12 Stall project 2941  4685   

1.11.12
War Widows 
Association

2942 203531 2050
  

1.11.12
War Widows 
Association

2943 900410 10000
  

2.11.12
Mr. Anoop Kumar 

Jairath
2948 831634 5000

  

2.11.12
NKU Northern Kentuchy 

University
2949 356682

 
$700 

 

5.11.12 Stall project 2955  7815   

5.11.12 FAEA 2959 031789 40000   

5.11.12 FAEA 2960 031790 1600   

7.11.12 V. Mohini Giri 2969 894289 10000  AEIPG1985Q

9.11.12 Stall project 2980  3542   

12.11.12 Indian Compressors Ltd 2989 007048 20000   

16.11.12 Ms Pritilata Tirpathi 2991  4000   

16.11.12
Dalmia Manav Seva 

Trust
2992 069449 500000

  

20.11.12 Stall project 2996  22545   

21.11.12 IIFL 2997  5000   

23.11.12 Ms Chitra Gupta 2298  5000   

23.11.12 Ms Lyndia Colin 2999  5340   

28.11.12
The Inner Whell Club 

Sainik Form
3002 117386 3000

  

28.11.12
Inner Wheel Clun 
Panchseel Club

3003
 

4400
  

28.11.12 Mr. Bipin Dewani 3004  1100   

28.11.12
Mrs Gaytri 

Subramaniam
3005 ,011370 5000

  

28.11.12
Lions Club Sainik  Form 

New Delhi
3006

 
11000

  

28.11.12 Mrs Saroj salwan 3007  1100   
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28.11.12
War Widows 
Association

3008 206941 51000
  

28.11.12 Mrs Rohini Khullar 3009 000050 5100   

28.11.12 Mrs Sheila Jhunghwala 3010 032355 5000   

28.11.12 Mrs Manorma Bawa 3011  500   

28.11.12 Mrs Namita Gautam 3012  11001   

28.11.12
Mrs & Mr. Anupama 

Kanti Dewan
3013

 
1100

  

30.11.12
War Widows 
Association

3016 206945 10000
  

30.11.12
War Widows 
Association

3017 206946 2050
  

30.11.12 Stall project 3018  840   

3.12.12
Mr. Anoop Kumar 

Jairath
3020 831640 5000

  

3.12.12 V. Mohini Giri 3021 894290 20000   

4.12.12 Mrs Pritilata Tirpathi 3023  100   

5.12.12 FAEA 3024 031853 40000   

5.12.12 FAEA 3025 031854 1600
  

6.12.12
Dalmia Manav Seva 

Trust
3030 181760 200000

  

8.12.12
RVP Charitable 
Organization

3048
  

$500 
 

12.12.12 Ms Vasantha Raman 3060  2500   

14.12.12 Ms Minoxit K Devi 3061 02100089  $251  

14.12.12 Donation Box 3063  1834   

17.12.12 Lourdes Hill College 3065
  

$100 
 

17.12.12 Stall project 3066
 

700
  

17.12.12 Stall project 3067
 

4540
  

21.12.12 Indian Compressors Ltd 3071 007050 100000
  

22.12.12 Stall project 3072  3580   

24.12.12 Donation Box 3073  835   

24.12.12 V. Mohini Giri 3074 894291 20000  AEIPG1985Q

26.12.12 Mr. Rajiv Kapoor 3075 159330 100000   

28.12.12 Indian Compressors Ltd 3079 013452 80000   
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29.12.12
NKU Northern Kentucky 

University
3080

 
9076

  

3.1.13 Shri V.V Giri 3097 019412 17000   

4.1.13 V. Mohini Giri 3099 925659 30000   

4.1.13
War Widows 
Association

3100 209265 2050
  

4.1.13
War Widows 
Association

3301 209264 10000
  

5.1.13 Gargi College 3306 484274 11000   

5.1.13 Shri P.P. Rao 3307 869895 1001
  

5.1.13 Stall project 3308
 

4400
  

5.1.13 Stall project 3309
 

5310
  

7.1.13 FAEA 3313 031938 40000
  

7.1.13 FAEA 3314 031939 1600
  

7.1.13 Donation Box 3315
 

6120
  

8.1.13 Mrs Prema Paul 3319 538939 2000   

8.1.13 Jumbo International 3321 117035 75000   

9.1.13
NKU Northern Kentucky 

University
3328

 
1500

  

9.1.13
NKU Northern Kentucky 

University
3333

 
1350

  

12.1.13
Mr. Anoop Kumar 

Jairath
3340 873902 5000

  

14.1.13 V. Mohini Giri 3342 894292 20000  AEIPG1985Q

22.1.13 Vinayak Foundation 3348 732857 300   

28.1.13 V. Mohini Giri 3350 925660 20000   

28.1.13 Dr P.N Patel 3352 139960 10000   

29.1.13
NKU Northern Kentucky 

University
3354 FITT241

 
$6,750 

 

1.2.13
War Widows 
Association

3356 209274 10000
  

1.2.13
War Widows 
Association

3357 209277 2050
  

2.2.13
Mr. Anoop Kumar 

Jairath
3360 401935 5000

  

4.2.13 V. Mohini Giri 3362 894294 25000  AEIPG1985Q

4.2.13 Ms Sushila Agarwal 3364  10000   

4.2.13 Ms Sonu Agarwal 3365  10000   
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4.2.13 Donation Box 3366
 

16000
  

4.2.13 Thakur Ji 3367
 

10000
  

6.2.13
Indian Compressors 

Ltd
3375 013952 100000

  

6.2.13 Mr. Gupta 3377
 

10000
  

6.2.13 FAEA 3379 0.037725 40000
  

9.2.13 Ms Sushma Seth 3388 284794 10000
  

13.2.13 Ms Padma Seth 3401
 

1050
  

14.2.13
War Widows 
Association

3403 209292 50000
  

23.2.13 Mrs Vasantha Raman 3412 106724 5000
  

4.3.13 FAEA 3425 037793 40000
  

4.3.13 Ms Meenakshi Pawha 3429 729554 25000
  

4.3.13
Mr. Anoop Kumar 

Jairath
3431 401947 5000

  

12.3.13
Ms Joanh Roth 215 E 

80
3480 21000021

 
$120 

 

12.3.12
War Widows 
Association

3484 758324 10000
  

18.3.13 Donation Box 3495
 

1704
  

18.3.13
Technology 

Advancement Unit
3496 sbinh13 45000

  

18.3.13 Piyus Traders Pvt Ltd 3497 04149 10000
  

18.3.13
Delite theatre Delite 

Theater
3498 015688 10000

  

22.3.13
Technology 

Advancement Unit
3500

  
$1,639 

 

28.3.13 Ms Usha Pardasani 3504
 

2000
  

28.3.13 Ms Sheel Gupta 3505
 

5000
  

30.3.13 Bani Jagtiani Trust 3521 056731 500000
  

31.3.13 Sunair Hotels Ltd 3580 654928 108000
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Help them to stand tall again….!

ADOPT A WIDOWED MOTHER OR A CONFLICT AFFECTED CHILD
HELP REMOVE THE PAIN AND STRIFE,

DONATE AND GIVE THEM A LIFE OF DIGNITY.
HELP PUT A SMILE ON THEIR FACE.

Adopt - A - Widowed Mother/ Conflict Affected Child

Form
I wish to join hands with for Guild of Service to Adopt-A-Widowed-Mother/ Conflict Affected 
Child programme
 • Donation to cover the holistic care of the Ma's/ children including the shelter, food and 
  nutrition, healthcare and medical needs, vocational trainings: Rs. 10,000 per month 
  ($200 per month).
 • Donations to cover the vocational trainings and literacy costs of the Ma's/ children: Rs. 
  25,000 per year ($500 per year)
 • Donations to cover the food and shelter expenses of the Ma's/ children: Rs. 4500 per 
  month ($90 per month)
 • Donations to cover the costs of counseling, healthcare and medical needs of the Ma's/     
  children: Rs. 25,000 per year ($500)
Other amount (please specify amount ) Rs…………………………………………….
Cheque/ DD No……………………………… Date……………………………….in favour of Guild of Service
Name……………………………………………
Address ……………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………….. 
Tel ……………………………………..
Date of birth………………………………
E-mail …………………………………………………………………….
All monetary donations are exempt from tax under Section 80-G of the Income Tax Act
The Guild of Service, C – 25, Qutub Institutional Area, New Delhi-110016.
Phone : 011-41013416-17, FAX : 011-41013418
E-mail : guildforserviceni@gmail.com, guildofserviceni@yahoo.com, 
Website : www.guildofservice.org
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